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Letter from the Editor

Dear Reader,

  Welcome to our latest issue of Forbes and Fifth! Our team is so pleased to bring 

you our most recent art and writing pieces, selected from the largest pool of submissions 

we’ve ever received. I would like to take a moment to thank you for your attention, and 

for trusting our journal with your phenomenal art, research, and creative writings. We are 

so honored to be able to create this publication.

I think it’s important to remember, now, at a time when we are blooming, why 

Forbes and Fifth exists, at all. Here, we’re given the extraordinary task and privilege of 

parsing through the thoughts and ideas of our contributors—students, in universities and 

collegiate programs, from our home campus and from all over the world. Each of our 

journals serve as a snapshot of youth in this moment—placing a pin in the energy of the 

time. The pieces in this journal do not follow a theme, and that is crucial. We explore 

with open minds and listen, to whatever must be read, and then amplify it. 

New voices and ideas are often hushed. We are able to invite the novel, the 

eclectic, and the unfamiliar, to baffle us with its creativity and raise fresh and exciting 

questions. And we never fail to be impressed by what you answer with.

So, read on and enjoy what’s in store. I’m sure you’ll find something new. 

Most sincerely,

 Sarah Tomko
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Letter from the Designer 

Dear Reader,

I am so glad that you have chosen to digest the latest issue of Forbes and Fifth. 

Working on this issue has been a fun, exciting, and challenging experience.  It has been 

our pleasure to experience the many gifts that came in the artistic form of art and writing. 

The compilation and design of the publication is an amalgamation of input from many 

individuals, from selecting the pieces for this volume to the final review, and ultimately 

your reading.

 It is our hope that in designing the backdrop and sequencing to the artists’ 

contributions, we did just that.  The design of the pieces is purposed to enhance the work 

and your appreciation of the messages relayed through the art.  

I must thank Forbes & Fifth for allowing me a second opportunity to be an 

integral part of the publication.  Last year as an assistant designer, I learned about the 

publication’s purpose and intent, which set the stage to continue creating a quality 

publication that Forth & Fifth is known as.  This year in addition to myself, the design 

team was comprised of Blya Krouba and Alysa Rasys. I cannot thank them enough for 

their continual diligence to this project. 

We hope that you enjoy your voyage through the publication and hopefully it will 

inspire and spur you to create and support art, literature and creativity. To paraphrase a bit 

from Maria Heines, my mentor from last’s season’s publication,

Read, reflect, enjoy.

Sincerely, 

Jade Rouse
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Ben Werdegar
Ben is a senior at Stratford University. 
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 As one of the most valuable film franchises 

in history (grossing over $7.5 billion), Star Wars 

has an almost indescribable essence that extends 

from film to film and elegantly ties long, stretched 

themes together. For decades, die-hard fans and 

common viewers alike have been entranced in 

the seemingly magical and timeless qualities of 

Star Wars. The strong emotion viewers have can 

be explained largely by an understanding of John 

Williams’ brilliant score. Williams’ dedication 

to character-based leitmotifs, a recurrent theme 

found in musical compositions, that evolve 

alongside the narrative is powerful, and at the time 

revolutionary, for the score guides the audience to 

feel a certain way at precise moments. Williams’ 

leitmotifs in Star Wars construct memorable ties 

across the various movies and are an indispensable 

part of the franchise, responsible for connecting 

viewers to the diegesis in a manner that can 

forever be auditorily recalled. Ultimately, the 

emotional depth and the audience’s allure in the 

viewing experience of Star Wars is derived from 

the ways in which Williams transforms characters 

into icons, and accompanies the visual spectacle 

with an awe-inspiring, unforgettable score. 

John Williams not only transformed 

the world’s perception of film music, but also 

revolutionized what it meant to write a sci-fi 

genre film score. Rather than alienate the audience 

with futuristic sounds in an attempt to match 

the setting, Williams decided to compose in a 

symphonic, classical style with a heavy focus on 

leitmotifs. This style comforts the audience and 

emotionally beckons each viewer to relate to the 

story and its characters “in a galaxy far, far away”. 

John Williams uses the leitmotif to foreshadow 

destruction, reveal growing love, amplify the 

gravity of silent moments and fierce combat, 

and so much more. In her work “Narratological 

Perspectives on Film Music,” Claudia Gorbman 

deconstructs the various usages for music in 

film, placing an emphasis on the leitmotif. “Like 

lighting,” Gorbman begins, “music sets moods and 

tonalities in a film; it guides the spectator’s vision 

both literally and figuratively” (11). Gorbman 

goes on to express that the varying levels of 

effectiveness music has in a film depends largely 

on “the narrative context” in which the music 

interacts with the “rest of the film’s system” (12). 

That being said, Gorbman complicates 

her stance by articulating her theory that film 

music, while complex and useful, will always 

be less important than the film’s visual and the 

narrative. In support of her argument, Gorbman 

testifies that “hearing is...more selective and lazier 

than vision” and music is only a consideration 

after the visuals of a film, because it is inherently 

“nonrepresentational and nonnarrative and 
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does not inhabit the perceptual foreground of 

the narrative film” (12). Gorbman presents an 

interesting theory and her opinion as it relates to 

Williams’ score in the Star Wars franchise will 

be explored further in this piece. When people 

“watch” a movie, their primary focus seems to be 

on the visual sense, yet that does not render music 

as nonnarrative, nor as a filmic element that can 

be ignored or underestimated—especially when 

considering a score such as that of John Williams. 

Since the first addition of sound to the 

motion picture, there has been a debate regarding 

the influence that sound, rather than pure image, 

has on an audience. Film scholars agree that music 

has an impact, but there is vast disagreement on the 

extent of that impact. For example, Dr. Matthew 

Bribitzer-Stull argues that leitmotifs are the heart 

of any film with a “relevance to the audience [that] 

can hardly be denied,” for “leitmotivic emotional 

associations contribute in large part to the sense 

of drama in...film” (Bribitzer-Stull 6). The goal 

of this essay in analyzing the score of the Star 

Wars films is to highlight how Williams’ ability to 

intertwine narrative with leitmotif, and visual with 

music, not only transforms the viewing experience, 

but also asserts the score as the audience’s 

own personal guide throughout a franchise. 

To begin the analysis of some of Williams’ 

most prevalent and effective musical motifs in 

the franchise, it makes sense to start with the 

familiar beginning of each film in the franchise. 

Just as the quote, “A long time ago in a galaxy 

far, far away….” fades from the screen, the 

audience is immersed in the sounds of a powerful 

orchestra playing the heroic introductory theme 

accompanying the large yellow “STAR WARS” 

letters. The theme continues on throughout the 

signature minute long text reel, and as the end of 

the text slowly fades out of view, on cue the lively 

score smoothly ends in a simple, mysterious, 

high pitched musical phrase that signals the 

viewer’s entrance into the Star Wars diegesis. 

Williams understood the importance of catering 

to “the audience’s desire for escapism and...being 

transported into another kind of atmosphere,” 

so he begins each Star Wars film by guiding the 

audience into the story world in a familiar manner 

(Audissino 72). To strip this renowned introductory 

scene of Williams’ accompanying score renders 

it unimpressive and awkwardly long. In this 

way, Williams’ score also functions as a cloak 

that conceals the raw technical elements of the 

film, thus allowing for the magic of the viewer’s 

immersion into the film diegesis to take place. 

Williams’ approach to the Star Wars 

score is widely credited for launching what has 

been referred to as a “Film Music Renaissance” 

for both its character-based musicality and 
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demonstration of the capabilities of a score 

written for a symphony orchestra (Audissino 

82). Each of Williams’ leitmotifs are carefully 

crafted and nuanced for each specific appearance. 

These repeated strings of notes, each tied to the 

presence of specific characters, vary in timbre 

(a term referencing an instrument’s qualities and 

intensity), orchestration, and volume depending 

on the narrative circumstances. Bribitzer-Stull 

praises the leitmotif for its ability to go far beyond 

simply functioning as a labeling device of people 

and things; the leitmotif is a system of “musical 

memory” that can completely recontextualize and 

deepen one’s interpretation of the circumstances 

on screen (Bribitzer-Stull 8). Williams’ highly 

memorable motifs establish patterns that allow 

viewers to draw connections amongst all the 

Star Wars films as well as add brilliant subtleties 

and undertones to the narrative. For example, 

perhaps the most recognized leitmotif of all in 

Star Wars is Darth Vader’s menacing eighteen 

note “Imperial March” theme, but even before the 

transformation of the character Anakin Skywalker 

into the villainous Darth Vader, Williams 

weaves the threatening theme into earlier films 

as a foreshadowing tactic. This strategy forms 

“accumulative associations” in which each 

appearance of the theme collects a compound of all 

its growing meanings and narrative associations 

(Bribitzer-Stull 4). The result, as articulated by 

Gorbman, is that the individual themes begin 

to “carry representational meaning as well,” for 

each leitmotif appearance “picks up narrative 

associations, which, in turn, infuse themselves 

into each new thematic statement” (17, 27). The 

effects of this are hard to understate. Gorbman 

admits that without “background music” the film 

risks “confronting the audience with an image they 

might fail to interpret,” and although Williams’ 

score is hardly what Gorbman titles “background 

music,” her point holds true in the following 

analysis of the “Imperial March” theme (18).

Williams’ score is an indispensable 

audience aid in dictating how the viewer should 

feel and make sense of a narrative’s spread across 

decades of a film franchise. Much of the brilliance 

of Williams’ leitmotif-rooted structure of his score 

can be understood by his ability to not only draw 

strong thematic character connections within each 

Star Wars film, but also in his skill to extend such 

associations across all the films in the franchise. 

The score, quite literally, is a second narrative 

system within the films—the first being the visual 

component. Even when Anakin is a young boy in 

the prequels, the Jedi Master Yoda sensed a dark 

fate for the soon to become Darth Vader. The 

audience knows that Anakin Skywalker—depicted 

as a boy in the later released prequel trilogy—will 
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inevitably become the infamous and all powerful 

Darth Vader. Williams emphasizes this future by 

intertwining moments of Yoda’s suspicion about 

the boy with short and subtle appearances of the 

“Imperial March” theme. In Star Wars Episode 

I: The Phantom Menace (1999), Yoda expresses 

his fears about Anakin’s dark side to another Jedi, 

stating, “Grave danger I fear in his training,” as a 

solo horn, the signature instrument of the leitmotif, 

softly plays just the first nine notes of Darth 

Vader’s leitmotif. The musical addition is delicate, 

yet undeniably dark. Even the slightest changes 

“wrought on [a] theme,” such as changes in rhythm, 

as well as articulation...have corresponding effects 

on the way we receive the diegetic information” 

(Gorbman 17). Williams truncates and changes 

the Darth Vader leitmotif by stripping the theme 

of its forceful volume and slowing the tempo, in 

order to advise the audience to view the scene 

with dark associations of Darth Vader. A similar 

instance occurs in the following film, Star Wars 

Episode II: Attack of the Clones (2002), as again 

a single horn plays Darth Vader’s theme, as Yoda 

struggles with the feeling that something is terribly 

wrong with Anakin. However, this occurrence of 

the theme differs from before, because although 

the tempo, volume, and assisting orchestral 

instruments remain hindered, all the notes of the 

full leitmotif are now complete. All eighteen notes 

of the theme—one entire play through—is heard 

alongside Yoda’s voice, suggesting that the rise of 

who the theme knowingly represents, the dreaded 

Darth Vader, is getting increasingly closer. 

The audience already knows what is 

to come for Anakin, and to hear the “Imperial 

March” theme laced with his young, seemingly 

innocent character, is Williams’ way of using the 

score to actively direct the viewer to be skeptical 

of Anakin’s nature and anticipate his fate. The 

score itself is constructed for the purpose of 

“developing those recognizable tunes” in a 

manner that also forefronts the complexities and 

changes in characters over time (Weinman). The 

numerous character leitmotifs intentionally “grow 

and change over the time of the film, helping the 

developing subtext, and giving [the viewer] helpful 

information as to the changing relationships in the 

film” (Weinman). To complete the full evolution 

of the Darth Vader leitmotif example, it’s fitting 

to turn to the scene of his demise: Darth Vader’s 

death. Near the grand finale of Star Wars Episode 

VI: Return of the Jedi (1983), Darth Vader finally 

vanquishes his association with the dark side in 

order to rescue Luke Skywalker, his son and heroic 

leader of The Resistance, from an execution. In 

the process of his treasonous action in order to 

save Luke, Darth Vader has been gravely injured, 

but in his final moments, the previously hateful 
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antagonist admits his wrongs and his leitmotif 

adjusts accordingly. Instead of the thunderous, all 

powerful theme that routinely accompanies Darth 

Vader’s presence throughout movies IV, V, and 

VI, the final playing of his theme is calm, soft, 

and somber. The last appearance of the leitmotif 

occurs three separate, juxtaposing times; the first 

playing of the theme is with high pitch violins - 

an instrument that throughout the score is largely 

reserved for the heroic, rather than evil, musical 

themes. The second repeat of the leitmotif, 

occurring as Luke removes Darth Vader’s black 

mask to reveal his father’s human face for the 

first time since becoming Darth Vader, is slowly 

performed by a solo flute, another instrument that 

is never associated with any dark aspects of the 

score. Lastly, as Darth Vader closes his eyes and 

lets himself be taken by death, a harp mournfully 

plucks each individual note of the theme in its 

high pitch range, suggesting the redeeming, even 

heroic, qualities the evil Darth Vader was able 

to exhibit. Musical themes not only play a part 

in the evolution of the narrative throughout Star 

Wars, but also each leitmotif undergoes various 

changes based on the “dramatic influence it has 

been subjected to” as a part of the “film’s dynamic 

evolution” (Bribitzer-Stull 15; Gorbman 27).

In writing the score, Williams sought to 

create “a sense of good versus evil made palpable”, 

and does so even before the visual presence of 

such on screen, which further exemplifies the 

capability of the score as a narrative element of 

its own (Audissino 73). The score is a crucial 

part of the audience’s ability to absorb the 

crosscutting storylines, locations, and characters 

in Star Wars. In fact, the role of the score is so 

important in the first film of the franchise, Star 

Wars Episode IV: A New Hope (1977), that 88 

out of its 125 minutes contain score (Audissino 

74). Throughout the franchise there are no lyrical 

musical numbers, which not only credits John 

Williams’ effectiveness with a symphonic score, 

but also adds to the feeling that Star Wars is 

supernatural—something beyond this world. 

Williams has created a reliable and trustworthy 

musical syntax in the franchise that influences 

each thought and emotion the audience has. The 

score, in particular the leitmotivic system, is its 

own narrative practice that thrives on inflicting 

repeated subtleties in the viewer’s memory, thus 

transforming the entire relationship the viewer 

has with the film and franchise as a whole. 
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Untitled

brightwithin me. Even when 
unplugged, the space remains 
as a strong shape of its own. 
Once united, there is wholeness 
again, satisfaction and 
eventually, the flashy luminous 
signs will be what lights the city 
up at night.” Jenny is a junior 
at Carnegie Mellon Univesity.

“A recent exploration of 
negative space and neon lights, 
so often overlooked, became the 
pure beauty in my vision of life. 
My obsession for neon lights 
have electrified when realized 
that neon lights have become 
largely unnoticed and dimmed; 
but love of painting still burns 

Untitled
by Jenny Lee
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lost purse

drifting around wooden floors and barstools,

where men size up girls who clutch tightly onto polished purses

and move their tired eyes around the room.

someone shouts out for another round.

a dart strikes the slender space between two fates

but chooses neither and falls,

causing a small fit of rage and mild

mockery.

she sits alone in the corner.

encouraged to give in to the loud pounding music and laughs

partnered with a loss of control,

intoxicated.

the walking dead saunter out

hand-in-hand with their friends of foolishness and blurred reality.

she stumbles outside with them, where glazed faces inhale acrid smoke.

he promises to keep her safe.

awake the next day with a few bruises and a pained head.

something was lost, maybe it was her purse?

yes. it was her purse.

“we’re sorry ma’am there is nothing we can do,

maybe  you  accidentally left it somewhere.”
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Breakfast
by Jenny Lee

“Skipping the morning meal can 
throwoff your body’s rhythm of 
fasting and eating; but breakfast 
helps replenish it. This body of 
work welcomes the viewers to 
relate and ponder upon their 
-simple, but quite demanding 
-breakfast routines. I used 
yellow as a medium for my 

painting reference to highlight 
the everyday spaces through 
the lens of monochromatic 
color. I toy with the notion of 
composition and color as I like 
to paint meticulously realistic. 
Spaces become increasingly 
interesting, as they come 
to encourage reflection.”
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The kitchen smells like bread and lemon disinfectant spray. Asher sits at the table 

reading the morning paper, the pristine porcelain China plate collecting the fallen crumbs 

like snow piles. His glass of milk sits lifeless, imitating the pure white of the kitchen 

walls that encompass him. The watch on his wrist reads 6:15. Next to him there is a 

calendar, today’s date is circled. Four vases sit on the counter to his right—one filled with 

roses, another lilies, another violets and the fourth, a mix of the three. Bridal magazines 

litter the room like dirty dishes. 

Asher takes a bite of his sandwich as the front door opens. Margaret enters the 

kitchen, her long white dress tangling around her ankles with each jagged move she 

makes. She slams a jug of milk in front of Asher. He doesn’t look up.

“I thought you said you were out of milk,” her hand waves to the glass in front of 

him.

 “It was behind the eggs.” 

 He takes another bite from his sandwich and Margaret sits down beside him in the only 

other chair at their quiescent table. When she sits, her dress collects in rumpled piles on 

her lap and spills over the edges of the chair. She looks at the tangled chaos, the wrinkled 

satin. Tracing her fingers along the delicate pattern, the embroidered flowers so subtle 

that they’re almost invisible, she has a paralleled feeling of going unnoticed. Her hair is 

pulled back into a loose bun, unfastened strands falling onto her shoulders like delicate 

fingers. Tiny constellated pearls decorate her hair and her makeup, once immaculate, is 

slightly smeared. Despite it all, she feels beautiful. She sits in the silence like bathwater, 

waiting for Asher to look at her. 

He doesn’t. 

 “How was your day?” she asks, almost jokingly, cutting at the silence like a thick steak.

 “Uneventful.” 

 Margaret chuckles, “Oh, that’s a good one.” Asher takes a sip from his glass and drops 
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of milk pour out from the sides of his mouth, cascading down his black tie. Margaret 

watches the dripping milk like raindrops against the window, her heart a ghost town. 

 “I like the red tie better,” it comes out in a whisper. Asher, placid, takes another bite from 

his sandwich. His eyes never veer from the newspaper. 

 “How was your day?” he asks back, a subliminal formality. She laughs, taking a sip from 

his cup. 

 “Well, I got stood up at the altar.” She waits for him to react. 

He doesn’t. 

“A kid fell into the coyote exhibit at the zoo,” he says moments later, reading a 

headline.

Margaret sighs, leans back, raises her feet onto the arm of Asher’s chair. Her 

ankles cross in complacent sadness. In her painted despondency, she notices how the 

sunlight pouring in from the window hits her glittered heels, painting the room in 

freckled lights. She twirls her feet and the luminescent dots dance. It reminds her of a 

disco ball. In her head, she pretends that it is the wedding party. 

 “What do you want, Asher? Anything, I’ll fucking do it.” He turns the page of his paper, 

letting her words bury themselves between the cracks in the tile. 

“Asher, are you listening to me?” She doesn’t mean to scream at him, but 

frustration is a root growing deep inside of her, a root that has tucked itself in like a baby. 

She looks at his glass of milk, wraps her hands around the smooth exterior. 

“I just don’t understand you. I love you, but I don’t fucking understand you.” She 

shakes the glass, watches the twisting current. She wishes it were a tornado. She wishes it 

would swallow them whole. Asher takes another bite from his sandwich. 

“Do you love me?” She asks after a moment, her voice enveloped in fear. Again, 

there is only silence. Margaret hates his silence. 

With no sense of acknowledgement, Asher reaches his hand towards the glass 
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that Margaret holds so tightly and his detachment lights her. A fire starts in her lungs, she 

can’t contain it.

“Asher!” She screams, throwing the glass of milk against the wall. It is 

explosive—an in-house natural disaster that leaves the floor soaked, milk-stained, and 

wet. Shards of glass scatter the floor like tiny graves. Asher closes the newspaper gently, 

calmness his own cocoon.

And here she is, a fire deafening inside of her and the growing roots reeling 

around every interior organ. She can feel herself suffocating. She stands up, so abruptly 

it’s outside of herself. She is crying silently. Her eyes fall to her hand, to the ring hugging 

her finger like a fragile infant. She swallows a pit of melancholy, slips the ring off of 

her finger and slams it on the table in front of Asher. She waits for a moment, a tacit 

plead that goes unnoticed and with her body still heated she turns to leave. Her heels 

click against the milk veiled floor and almost instantly there is a swoosh, thud, and then 

silence.

His eyes fall to the ground, the white around him turning a deep red.

“I do love you,” he says, his voice as hollowed as the upstairs room.
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Uncanny

Uncanny
by Jenny Lee

“Inspired by realistic depictions 
of vivid worlds, I explored a slice 
of uncanny, fictitious moment as 
the women plumps herself onto 
a vibrantly succulent cherry pie 
on a chair. The intensely flavored 
and strongly colored juice of the 
ripe cherry represents the first 
taste of love as it relates to my 

first strong attachment to the 
way I paint. Despite the original 
symbol of cherry being loss of 
innocence and virtue, this piece 
envisions the unquenchable 
desire and passion to disregard 
any erotic connotation and solely 
pursue my love for painting.” 
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When most people hear the words “Russian literature,” a cacophony of dour images are conjured 

up. These images usually involve coldness, unironically classical tragedy, and hefty, dense books that 

can be dutifully used as a doorstop. Occasionally, an oversized fur hat or two is tossed in for good 

measure. For instance, a popular American example of this generalization about Russian literature 

would be the jazz standard, “But Not For Me.” When George and Ira Gershwin wrote the lyrics, 

“I’ve found more clouds of gray / Than any Russian play could guarantee,” they knew many listeners 

would have this basic generalization in mind. However, Soviet and contemporary Russian literature 

is a bit more complex and layered than this generalization. Although tragedy and sadness are featured 

strongly in many notable works of Soviet and Russian literature, the usage of many types of humor 

(farce, gallows, absurdism, etc.) are prominently displayed and relevant to them, as well. Satire, 

absurdism and humor are exceptionally important to the emotional layers of Soviet and contemporary 

Russian literature, because they were used as artistic weapons of subversion against the society and 

politics of their respective eras. 

Nevertheless, many literary critics would counterargue that humor isn’t particularly demonstrated 

or applicable regarding the genre. Critic Maximilian J. Rudwin, wrote in his essay, “The Gloom and 

Glory of Russian Literature,” that,

“The foreign reader of Russian walks in the Valley of the Shadow. He is overwhelmed by a 

wealth of woe. He is steeped in doom. Russian literature is a faithful record of the history of 

Russia. In her literature, hapless and helpless, Russia has recorded her grief and sorrow…

Russia’s fiction is the direct outcome of the sufferings of her people…Her literature is sadder 

and gloomier than that of any other land” (Rudwin 390).

Scholar Helen Muchnic wrote, in a The Russian Review journal article “The Concept of Tragedy in 

Russian and Soviet Literature,” that a common characteristic of Russian and Soviet literature is that, 

“society plays a villainous role. It is no longer sympathetically alarmed by what is happening 

to the hero. Petty, malicious and tyrannical, far from allaying the pain of tragedy, it intensifies 

it, and makes the beholder all the more sympathetic with the protagonist and the more ready 

to condemn his world” (Muchnic 29). 

What critics like Rudwin and Muchnic are ignoring, is that tragedy and sadness are not the literary 

totality of Soviet and contemporary Russian literature. Not only does it make the literature seem 
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more one-dimensional than it is, it undermines the emotional layers of the stories and poems, 

themselves. 

Those critics who consider Soviet and Russian literature to be based entirely on doom 

and gloom are erasing the fact that Russia has a countercultural history of absurdism and humor 

that influenced other literary movements. One notable example would be the Soviet avant-garde 

collective, OBERIU (an acronym meaning “The Association for Real Art”). OBERIU was founded 

in 1926 and lasted, in various forms, to 1930. The founders of OBERIU were the writers Daniil 

Kharms, Aleksandr Vvedensky, Nikolay Zabolotsky, Igor Bakhterev, and Konstantin Vaginov. 

According to Graham Roberts, the author of The Last Soviet Avant-Garde: OBERIU - Fact, Fiction, 

Metafiction, “many of the artistic devices employed by members of the group prefigured those used 

by subsequent aesthetic movements, such as the Theatre of the Absurd.” (Roberts 1-2). One such 

performance put on by OBERIU was “Three Left Hours.” Roberts describes that: 

[T]he performance was split into three parts. These were punctuated by bizarre slogans such 

as ‘Poems Aren’t Pies’ and ‘We Aren’t Herring’ and followed by a ‘dispute’ which was led 

by Vvedensky. During the first ‘hour’, each group member read out some of his poetry. Each 

recital was staged differently: while Vaginov read his verse, for example, the ballerina Militsa 

Popova danced around him; Vvedensky preceded his recital by riding across the stage on a 

tricycle; Kharms read sitting on top of a cupboard; and Zabolotsky stood next to a large trunk, 

dressed in an old military jacket and soiled boots (Vaginov and Zabolotsky were apparently 

the most popular) (Roberts 7).

OBERIU wasn’t merely about tricycles and ballerinas for its own sake. According to Roberts, the 

manifesto of OBERIU was, 

“an artistic avant-garde, profoundly and directly involved in the process of social change…it 

sought to square the circle between, on the one hand, experimentation in the arts and, on the 

other, the officially encouraged and increasingly strident calls from Soviet ‘proletarian’ groups 

for artists to appeal directly to a mass audience.” (Roberts 8). 

OBERIU themselves wrote that, “as far as the arts are concerned the proletariat cannot be satisfied by 

the aesthetic method of the old schools, that its aesthetic principles go much deeper and undermine 

old art at its very roots” (Roberts 8). 
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The absurdism in OBERIU was not only to shake up the mandatory old school convention; 

they believed that audiences wanted to be vigorously shook up, as well. One writer and poet who 

believed in the OBERIU manifesto was Daniil Kharms. Kharms, a founder of OBERIU, used 

biting absurdist humor and symbolism to disrupt literary stylistic convention, and to address social 

commentary in his work. One such example of this in Kharms’s poem, “Old Ladies Are Flying.” 

In “Old Ladies Are Flying,” the absurdism is more in the vein of black comedy. The speaker states, 

“An old lady fell out of the window, because she was too curious” (Kharms 150). The window in 

the poem also seems to symbolize openness, freedom and connection. The old woman craves this 

connection in her curiosity. 

“Old Ladies Are Flying” isn’t the only work of Russian literature where a window represents 

openness and freedom. In Mikhail Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita, when Margarita turns into 

a witch and flies out of the window, her point of view of the situation exclaims, “Invisible and free! 

Invisible and free!” (Bulgakov 234). It is hardly coincidental that Bulgakov and Kharms used the 

symbolism of freedom, because both of them were highly invested in the possibilities that artistic and 

creative liberties could achieve in life and society. However, things get absurdly worse as the “Old 

Ladies Are Flying” poem goes on. The next line of the poem states that, “She fell out of the window 

and was smashed to pieces” (Kharms 150). Metaphorically, either her flawed outlook on life, her 

personality, or the misfortune of her life itself, causes her to fall straight towards the ground, instead 

of reaching towards the light shining through the window, which is symbolic of emotional, spiritual, 

or intellectual enlightenment.  As the poem proceeds, things spiral downwards in a ridiculously 

repetitive matter. The speaker states that 

“Another old lady, stared down at the remains of one who was smashed, she stared at them, 

out of her excessive curiosity, and also fell out of the window, and smashed./ Then the third 

old lady fell out of the window, then the fourth did, then the fifth” (Kharms 150). 

The old ladies have their literal downfall caused by morbid curiosity. Notice how the speaker 

describes the second old lady of having “excessive curiosity” and that old lady “stared down at the 

remains of one who was smashed.” Although the first old lady probably met her maker through 

a form of excessive naivety and a desire for freedom, the old ladies after her have their deaths 

caused by schadenfreude. This morbid curiosity causes them to fly out of windows faster than the 
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encyclopedia salesmen on Monty Python’s Flying Circus. In a way, despite being inanimate, the 

window reveals to the old ladies their true selves. It also reveals the true self of the speaker of the 

poem. The penultimate line of the poem “When the sixth old lady fell out of the window, I got bored 

watching them” (Kharms 150), implies that a violent death is so commonplace in Soviet Russia that 

it is considered mundane. However, the speaker is more invested in being entertained than in having 

any empathy for the old ladies. Notice how the speaker describes the dead bodies of the old ladies as 

being “smashed,” implying that the speaker sees their death in a detached matter, like the way one 

would describe a broken vase. Henceforth, the window is more an instrument towards the dignity of 

being the harbinger of the truth than the people themselves.

Another reason that absurdity, satire and humor is important to Soviet and contemporary 

Russian literature is that it can serve as a loophole around censorship. Censorship was a major part of 

Soviet Russia state politics. Strict censorship was especially omnipresent towards works of literature 

and the literary figures, themselves. According to Aleksandra Kudelina, in her seminar paper, “The 

Master & Margarita and Freedom of Censorship,” 

“[T]he Communist Party passed a doctrine of the so called “Socialist Realism” which, in 

contrast to the “critical” Realism of the 19th century, was meant to shape from the Soviet 

society a community of obedient and similarly thinking people. In 1934, the Soviet Writers 

Union passed the bylaws which officially reaffirmed the instructive mission of literature by 

obligating the writers to educate the masses in the spirit of socialism... The system was urging 

the writers to depict “positive” characters and heroes of socialist construction. Control was 

emphatically converging into domination” (Kudelina 7).

Therefore, any literary work that didn’t toe the party line would be either censored, banned, or, 

in the worst-case scenario, the author would be severely punished. For instance, the previously 

mentioned Daniil Kharms was banned and arrested on a variety of bizarre grounds. In 1931, he was 

arrested for, essentially, being “too weird” to write for children’s stories. During his interrogation, 

Kharms confessed that he was creating “significant damage to the cause of forming the rising 

Soviet generation” by seducing it away from “contemporary concrete reality” (Cummings). In 

1938, Kharms was arrested, again, for writing a poem about a man going out for cigarettes and 

disappearing (the term “disappearing” was a euphemism for imprisonment). In 1941, Kharms’s final 
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arrest was for being a counterrevolutionary defeatist. He died of starvation in a prison psychiatric 

ward (Cummings). 

  The politics of Soviet era Russia had an oddly complicated relationship with satire. In 1930, 

(which was the Stalinist era of Russia), there was the formation of the Commission for the Study 

of Satirical Genres in Art and Literature. It was headed by A.V. Lunacharskii, who was the first 

Soviet Commissar for Enlightenment (Waterlow 202). According to the journal article “Sanctioning 

Laughter in Stalin’s Soviet Union,”

“Lunacharskii believed the Revolution had to be defended against its banished but still 

undefeated class enemies, and that the weapon with which to ‘disinfect’ society of those 

remnants was laughter…Others believed, however, that in a socialist country class 

struggle had already ended, so there was no longer any need for the ‘weapon’ of satire…its 

continued existence could only cause harmful fractures within an ideal society…Advocating 

the abolition of satire, the critic V.I. Blium argued strongly that while there remained 

prerevolutionary elements in society to be fought, ‘ludic’ methods (satire) should be jettisoned 

in favour of more ‘serious’ or ‘realistic’ options, to be pursued in the press, trades unions, 

and social organizations. The increasingly censored author Mikhail Bulgakov summarized 

Blium’s influential views in a frustrated letter to the Soviet leadership thus: ‘ANY SATIRIST 

IN THE USSR IS TRYING TO UNDERMINE THE SOVIET SYSTEM’. Despite the 

capitals, Bulgakov was hardly exaggerating” (Waterlow 203).

It was during the Soviet era of heightened censorship that many writers used elements of absurdity 

and surrealism in their literature, as a possible loophole around state-controlled censorship. Although 

Bulgakov never published his iconic novel The Master and Margarita during his lifetime, the novel 

is a well-known example of this. Bulgakov’s novel satirizes many subjects, such as religion, atheism, 

literary pretensions, exclusive clubs, Soviet politics, and the occult. Even A.V. Lunacharskii was 

likely parodied, as the Prokhor Petrovich character. Both men were the heads of entertainment related 

Commissions, (Petrovich was the head of the Commission on Spectacles and Entertainment of the 

Lighter) and both men took their merriment adjacent jobs quite seriously. All these subjects were 

extremely taboo topics in Stalinist era Russia. For Soviet literary figures, this type of literature was 

written “for the drawer.” However, according to the Canadian Slavonic Papers / Revue Canadienne 
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Des Slavistes journal article, “The Evolution of The Master and Margarita: Text, Context, Intertext,” 

there is textual evidence that Bulgakov thought that he had a wildcard chance that he could get 

The Master and Margarita published at one moment in his life. “[I]t is an established fact that 

sometime in September-October 1937 Bulgakov decided to go ahead with finalizing the novel 

and to submit the final typescript to “the higher-ups” {naverkh) in the early spring” (Elbaum 65). 

Since the plot and tone of The Master and Margarita is aesthetically veiled in a fantastical surreal 

atmosphere, it seems that Bulgakov thought that he might get away with it by cleverly disguising 

his soviet satire as a twisted fairy tale. A reader could interpret The Master and Margarita as a 

straight up phantasmagorical fever dream, but one could also read between the lines of the story. 

For instance, when the Master tells Woland that he burned his cherished manuscript in the stove, 

Woland slyly replies, “that cannot be: manuscripts don’t burn” (Bulgakov 287). Perhaps, for some 

readers, this scene could be interpreted as a convenient plot device of prestidigitation. For many 

Soviet intellectuals, however, Woland’s line became proverbial, for a few reasons. One reason was 

that even when manuscripts or texts were destroyed by the state, the ideas, concepts and memories 

of them could remain within people’s thoughts, dreams and memories. According to Lesley Milne 

in her book, Reflective Laughter: Aspects of Humour in Russian Culture, the “credo that true art 

is imperishable mirrors Bulgakov’s faith in his own novel, which did indeed prove unpublishable 

in its time but was preserved for posterity” (Milne 87). Another example of a fantasy scene in The 

Master and Margarita serving as a loophole from censorship was the entirety of the chapter “Nikanor 

Ivanovich’s Dream,” which was a “rendering of the operation of secret police within society, which 

also suggests the ‘theater’ of Stalin’s trumped up ‘show trials’ of the later thirties” (The Master and 

Margarita Notes 405). 

Bulgakov also parodied Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s drama, Faust, as way to lampoon 

the society of Soviet Russia. There are plenty of clues throughout The Master and Margarita that 

Bulgakov is parodying Faust though the lens of Soviet Russia. On the very first page of The Master 

and Margarita, Bulgarov makes the connection to Faust to his novel in a matter that is, explicitly, 

blunter than an overused, rusty hammer. In the epigraph of the novel, it states, “‘…who are you, 

then?’ ‘I am part of that power which eternally wills evil and eternally works good’” (The Master and 

Margarita xxxi). According to Pevear and Volokhonsky’s notes, “The epigraph comes from the scene 
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entitled, ‘Faust’s Study,’ in the first part of the drama Faust. The question is asked by 

Faust; the answer comes from the demon Mephistopheles” (The Master and Margarita 

Notes 397). By putting this quote front and center on his novel (literally), Bulgarov is 

deliberately acknowledging that Faustian tropes will be a consistent thread in his novel. 

The theme of questioning the identity of a mysterious stranger from the Faust quote in 

the epigraph also parallels the strange first meeting between Professor Woland, journal 

editor Mikhail Alexandrovich Berlioz, and poet Ivan Nikolaevich Ponyrev, who writes 

under the pseudonym of “Homeless”, at Patriarch’s Ponds. Berlioz thinks to himself, 

“he’s a most peculiar specimen…but excuse me, who is he then?” (Bulgakov 10). 

Woland’s very name alone is a pun on Faust. According to the notes, “[i]n his drama, 

Goethe once refers to the devil as ‘Junker Woland’” (The Master and Margarita Notes 

403). While this curiosity about Woland’s identity is going on, he has an accessory with 

him that has an overt reference to Faust. It states that, “under his arm he carried a stick 

with a black knob shaped like a poodle’s head” (Bulgakov 6). The notes state that “In 

Goethe’s Faust, Mephistopheles first gets to Faust by taking the form of a black poodle” 

(The Master and Margarita Notes 398). The irony of this is that Mephistopheles took 

the form of a black poodle to disguise himself as the devil. Woland practically flaunts 

an accessory that hints that he is the devil, but both men are so paranoid whether he 

is a “foreigner” or not, that neither of them figures this out. Berlioz’s and Homeless’s 

bumbling fixation on Woland’s “foreign” airs is a form of mockery at how “[f]oreigners 

aroused both curiosity and suspicion in Soviet Russia, representing both the glamour of 

‘abroad’ and the possibility of espionage” (The Master and Margarita Notes 398). 

Parodies can exaggerate the most distinct, core characteristics of their subject and 

give them a twist for the sake of drama. This certainly applies to the character of Woland. 

Woland’s actions are Bulgakov’s “what if…” scenario: the scenario being, “what would 

happen if Mephistopheles ended up in 20th century Russia?” In Bulgakov’s interpretation, 
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he preys upon people’s desires. For instance, Mephistopheles promised Faust that he 

would give him the intellectual inside baseball of possessing infinite knowledge. He 

preyed upon the professorial nature of Faust’s individualistic and restless need for more 

wisdom. After spending a little time in 20th century Russia, Woland figured out that 

people want to be connected to power by association and by money. Notable examples 

of this are in the chapter, “Black Magic and Its Exposure”, when Woland and his cronies 

make money fall from the ceiling and place luxury items on a stage, sending the members 

of the audience into a frenzy. In Bulgakov’s Moscow, knowledge isn’t really tempting, 

but power is. Heck, in the environment of the Stalinist era of the secret police, knowledge 

could even be considered a dangerous thing to have. By bragging about knowing Jesus 

Christ personally, having breakfast with Immanuel Kant (who was long dead when the 

novel took place), accurately predicting accidental deaths by sunflower seed oil, putting 

on magic shows, and turning his assistant into a giant black cat, Woland is essentially 

claiming to everyone that he is baseball and the whole world is his own Yankee stadium. 

Woland’s own knowledge about these things are eerily omnipresent, which is highly 

reminiscent in nature of the secret police. Hence, the knowledge he does have is used 

for power plays over the people of Moscow. Power can be emotionally charged, as well. 

Even the Master is intrigued by Woland, because he has the power to deliver the him the 

much craved the promise of literary and artistic freedom. Margarita gets wrapped up with 

Woland’s powers, because she has a fiercely determined love for the Master. This is how 

Woland lures people into his manipulations, which is what Mephistopheles did to Faust, 

in a different matter. 

The usage of humor in Russian literature as a vehicle for social and political 

commentary is not only a product of the Soviet era, because there are many examples 

of contemporary Russian literature having an embarrassment of riches regarding the 

abundance of political satire. Contemporary Russian political satire is demonstrated in 
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Victor Pelevin’s Omon Ra, Tatyana Tolstaya’s The Slynx, and Vladimir Sorokin’s Day of 

the Oprichnik. When Pelevin wrote Omon Ra, he was interested in satirizing the intense 

nationalism around the space race during the Cold War. In an interview with BOMB 

magazine, Pelevin stated that Omon Ra is, 

“a novel about coming of age in a world that is absurd and scary. My part of the 

scary world was Russia, so I wrote a book where the space quest—a metaphor of 

the entire Soviet myth—became a background.” (Kropywiansky). 

Omon Ra is filled with outrageous situations that repeatedly occur in the name for the 

Soviet myth; nationalism for the “Motherland.” The archetype of this nationalism is the 

figure of “The New Soviet Man.” According to the American Sociological Association 

conference paper, “Soviet New Man vs. Homo Sovieticus: Multiple Masculinities in 

Soviet Political Humor,” 

“The New Soviet Man excelled at everything he set his efforts toward, particularly 

the realization and sustenance of communism. This archetype was presented 

in Soviet propaganda as an ideal towards which all Soviet men should strive” 

(Soviet New Man…1). 

The striving to become “The New Soviet Man” is lampooned in Omon Ra, in situations 

ranging from the absurd (such as Omon wearing “special hydrocompensatory tampons” 

(Pelevin 137) up his nose and pedaling a moonwalking contraption in a metro tunnel) to 

the extremely destructive (the amputation procedures of the cosmonauts in training). 

Since Pelevin was satirizing the metaphors of Soviet myths in Omon Ra, some of 

the more surreal situations are inspired by actual historical and political figures in Soviet 

history. This places Omon Ra under the umbrella of political satire. For example, in one 

scene, Omon sees a,

“very old husky, her eyes were completely red, but what startled me was not her 

eyes but the small light green uniform top covering her upper body, with the 
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shoulder patches of major-general and two Orders of Lenin on the breast. ‘Meet 

Comrade Laika,’ said the mission chief catching my stare. ‘She’s the first Soviet 

cosmonaut. By the way, her parents are our colleagues. Worked in the Organs 

in the North.’ Mission chief produced a small flask of cognac…’She’s quite 

vigorous, isn’t she?’ the mission chief said with a smile” (Pelevin 94).

What makes this scene surreal is that Laika, the space dog, had quickly died on 

November 3, 1957, soon after the launch of Sputnik 2 (George). However, in the 

bizarrely warped perspective of Soviet space race era propaganda, Laika is not only 

vigorously alive, old and eerily anthropomorphic; the dog is living her best life, while 

drinking cognac. This scene is probably making fun of the fact that, “[d]uring and after 

the flight, the Soviet Union kept up the fiction that Laika survived for several days… 

Soviet broadcasts claimed that Laika was alive until November 12. The New York Times 

even reported that she might be saved” (George). Within the Soviet mythos, even Soviet 

dogs are denied being perceived as anything but mighty, dutiful to the Soviet stat,e and 

infallible. Notice how even Laika’s parents are working for the space program. Another 

example in Omon Ra that is inspired by an actual political situation, intertwined with 

the nationalist archetype of the “The New Soviet Man”, is Pelevin’s literary reworking 

of the 1973 meeting between Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and Soviet President 

Leonid Brezhnev. During this meeting, Brezhnev encouraged Kissinger to go on a boar 

hunt halfway up a tree (UPI). In Pelevin’s black humor tinged rewriting of the meeting, 

(which could, perhaps, be considered political fan fiction), the meeting between Kissinger 

and Brezhnev is centered around a diplomatic bear hunt, for the sake of negotiating a 

nuclear arms limitation treaty. Amidst this meeting, is Marat Popadya, whose unusual job 

is to dress up in a bear suit and move around very, very slowly while high ranking party 

officials shoot at him for sport. After being stabbed by Kissinger, a metal is later attached 

to Marat’s fake fur. This scene shows that, even with the ridiculous lengths that Popadya 
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goes through to prove himself as “The New Soviet Man,” in death he can’t escape the 

absurdity of its existence.

  In Tatyana Tolstaya’s The Slynx, and Vladimir Sorokin’s Day of the Oprichnik, 

the political satire is centered on the theme of the cult of personality. In The Slynx, the 

cult of personality is centered on Fyodor Kuzmich, Glorybe, the Greatest Murza, Long 

May He Live. Kuzmich begins his public announcements with hilarious hyperbolic 

declarations, such as, “I am Fyodor Kuzmich, Glory to Me, the Greatest Murza, Long 

May I Live, a Seckletary and Academishun and Hero and Captain of the High Seas” 

(Tolstaya 67) and claims that all books are written by him. In Day of the Oprichnik, 

the cult of personality is centered around Her Highness (with her sycophantic court 

members) and the Oprichniks themselves. In old Russian, the word oprichnik means “a 

special one” (Doerry and Schepp). The caricaturization of the bombastic and ubiquitous 

nature of their images and personalities in the elaborate absurdist world building of the 

novels strongly resembles the cult of personality surrounding Soviet era leaders like 

Lenin, Stalin, etc. However, they are parodying and linking the Soviet past to comment 

on contemporary Russia. In interviews with Tolstaya and Sorokin, they have both stated 

that this was intentional. Sorokin said that Day of the Oprichnik is “a book about the 

present. Unfortunately, the only way one can describe it is by using the tools of satire. We 

still live in a country that was established by Ivan the Terrible” (Doerry and Schepp). In 

an interview with the New York Times, Tolstaya stated that,

“It always comes down to patterns…when they invented fingerprinting, criminals 

tried to remove their prints by burning them or cutting them off. Yet they always 

grew back. If there is a pattern, it will come back -- maybe in Russia more than 

anywhere else, because it has collapsed so many times” (Bohlen). 

This concept of a repeated pattern quite noticeable regarding Benedikt’s father-in-law, 

Kudeyar Kudeyarich. After Kudeyarich sacks Fyodor Kuzmich, his reign and ego 
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become just as bad as Kuzmich’s was. 

  The satirizing of the cult of personality is not only limited to political figures 

in Soviet and contemporary Russian literature, but also to the iconic author Alexander 

Pushkin. In Russian history, this worship and admiration for Pushkin is linked to 

nationalist culture. According to the book, Greetings, Pushkin! : Stalinist Cultural 

Politics and the Russian National Bard, the 

“literary language is exemplified in canonical works, especially those of its first 

true master—the national bard. Acquiring this grocery list of literary artifacts 

proves that a given national culture is “great”—that is, autonomous, sovereign, 

steeped in tradition, and vital enough to renew itself for all time” (Brooks). 

Henceforth, in this type of rhetoric, the talent of Pushkin, the national bard, is 

representative of the whole nation. This portrayal of Pushkin sees him as a dashing 

romantic figure who possessed an almost towering, godlike talent. Nikita Ivanich in The 

Slynx sees Pushkin this way. Nikita exclaims “[h]e knew everything! Pushkin is our be 

all and end all-the starry sky above and the law in our heart!” (Tolstaya 149-50). Nikita 

loves Pushkin so much that he affectionately carves a wooden statue of him. He views 

and creates his Pushkin stature as a literal icon. The religiosity that Nikita Ivanich feels 

towards the Pushkin statue is highlighted when he refers to the statue as “modest altar” 

(Tolstaya 149).  Pushkin is portrayed as a symbol of boldness. The Pushkin statue is 

described as standing “there like a bush at night, a rebellious and angry spirit” (Tolstaya 

164).  The cult of Pushkin as a romantic figure of rebellion can curiously also veer into 

an extreme form of cultural nostalgia. For example, when one of the Oldener Stokers 

shouts “there’s some memory of our glorious past! With hope for the future! We’ll restore 

everything, everything, and we’ll start with the small things! It’s a whole layer of our 

history! Pushkin was here!” (Tolstaya 247), Pushkin is more than a writer to him. He is 

a symbol of a previous era (before the Blast), that the Oldeners are nostalgic and wishful 
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for. 

  Another portrayal of Pushkin sees him as a sacred cow whose reputation is ripe 

for satire. This portrayal of Pushkin as source of literary lampoonery is seen in Mikhail 

Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita. The portrayal of Pushkin as a symbol of parody 

and kitsch is represented in the part of the novel when the actors read Pushkin’s poem 

“The Covetous Knight” in The Master and Margarita. By featuring the line, “As a young 

scapegoat awaits a tryst with some sly strumpet” (Bulgakov 164), Bulgakov making fun 

of some of the most ridiculous lines that Pushkin had ever written. The reading of the 

poem moves into a form of kitsch, because the intense sincerity of actors reading it have 

an unawareness of the absurdity of it (imagine saying the word “strumpet” with a straight 

face.) Bulgakov also satirizes the nature of Pushkin’s ubiquitous celebrity and hero 

worship of him by writing “Nikanor Ivanovich had been completely ignorant of the poet 

Pushkin’s works, but the man himself he knew perfectly well and several times a day 

used to say phrases like: ‘And who’s going to pay the rent—Pushkin?’’ (Bulgakov 164). 

When Bulgakov is making fun of kitsch, he is also making fun of a central style of Soviet 

era culture. According to the Dissent journal, Soviet kitsch “functions by offering a 

sanitized view of the world in which “all answers are given in advance and preclude any 

questions.” Stalinist kitsch banishes irony by taking seriously its pantomime of aesthetic 

representation” (Rabinbach). Therefore, making fun of the mannequin smile hollowness 

of kitsch in Russian literature is an act of challenging the cultural status quo.

  In closing, satire, parody, and absurdism in Soviet and contemporary Russian 

literature is more than a form of amusement to tickle the reader. Although it has evolved 

and changed over the decades, humor in Soviet and Russian literature has an integral 

cultural and political history within it that critically shouldn’t be ignored. Soviet and 

Contemporary Russian humor in literature should be critically more recognized because 

it shines a light on the politics, censorship, history, and culture of Russia.
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Glass—it was glass that shred through her feet without forethought. It looked up 

at her, mocking and glimmering in its opalescent glory, the light of the passing moon 

scintillating over its surface. Still, she stumbled forward, fearing for what laid behind her 

as much as what lay before. Powdered and fine, she forced her legs through the glass, the 

warmth her body provided it quickly reducing it into water droplets that collected on her 

skin. She drew closer the few scraps of thread that have since replaced her prayer shawl, 

providing her with only the memory of warmth. She held them close to her heart with a 

tender fierceness that her Mama would always say would land her in trouble one day.

She emerged from around the corner of the building, huddled close to the red-

brick walls. To avoid being in the line of sight of the watchtowers was to also avoid and 

soldiers and pistols in which resided in them. Shaking from cold, exhaustion, and grief, 

she let herself sink down onto the snowy, mud-covered field. The winters here were 

cold. Papa would always tell her that Polish winters were unforgiving—nothing to be 

compared to the winters of Germany. She knew now. The cold raked at her scalp, her 

bones, her lungs, and forced her to expel clouds of smoke. Her little clouds mimicked 

those that bloomed from the showers in which many of her bunkmates never came back 

from. She watched as her cloud rose and rose above her. It swirled and dissipated past her 

line of sight. Past the fence that cooked the flesh of those who desperately sought for an 

end. Past the stone wall that looked down and laughed at her meek stature—spitting on 

the freedom of range in which she once knew. She knew her cloud rejoiced and mingled 

with the stars that winked down at her—a family friend welcomed into a homely get-

together.

The wrenching in her gut had shaken her from her sleep. It was so unlike the 

familiar gnaw of hunger she had consummated affairs with every night. She woke to find 

blood that stained the seat of her pants—the dilapidated planks on which she slept with 

seven others, the row of planks no longer than the bed she had left behind in Germany. 
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The Kapo would kill her for it. She would whip her until she drew blood—the same 

blood that now stains those slats. Whip her until she drew the very same Jewish blood 

that ran through the Kapo’s very own veins. Once she cried for mercy then, and only 

then, would she be handed to the Schutzstaffel soldiers.

She could feel the ghosts of those hands that had dealt with her before—that 

had once wandered along the jutting edge of her clavicle—the skin between her breasts. 

They were so unlike to hers after the four months in which she had spent in Birkenau. 

The hands were gentle with her in the moments when she pleaded, as if they enjoyed 

lingering in and savoring her grief. They were not so when they took her by force, 

reveling in her tears and plundering what they pleased. Hands of many—clean, polished, 

and smooth—had left a film of grime on her skin that made mockery of the breaths she 

once shared and the bed she once warmed with the lover that once was.   

         They do not come for her any longer. Her face had once harked a status of beauty, 

but now her skin stretched thin and taut over her cheekbones. Her eyes once filled with 

light and a tenacity for adventure now cowered into her skull—spirit defeated. A husk 

of what she once was stands in her place. As does her child, small enough to nestle into 

the palms over her hands—starlight illuminating the slick, wet coat surrounding its 

undeveloped fingers and toes—a vessel that was denied the chance to be filled with life.

And she so wept looking down at her child to be. Wept and rejoiced in what 

this extinguished light had blessed her with. Her child, her future, her love, her hope, 

her warmth, her light... it would not be brought into a world that would soil and tarnish 

it so. She craned back her neck until the fuzz of her scalp kissed the cold bricks that 

pilfered her warmth. The stars—in her teary visage—gleamed and smiled and whispered 

lyrics of love and hope and welcome. The stars were Papa who loved his neighbors 

and smiled and pressed kisses to her brow with his rough beard. They were Mama who 

murmured wise words and lead with deft hands and smelled of home. They were her 
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lover who brushed back her hair and swept her off her feet and held her close. They were 

the bunkmates she lost in the mud. They were the children who undressed and ran into 

stone bunkers. They were the gypsies, the Jews, the young, the crippled, the guilty, and 

the innocent. There were one-million—no two. Perhaps, even more. But they all smiled 

at her, as did she. Six million—at least six-million stars smiled down and wept with her 

holding her babe.
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Abstract

Quechua is a language spoken throughout the Andes mountains, but it has low 

social prestige compared to the dominant language (Spanish). Because of the conflict 

between languages in the Andes, language plays a big role in identity construction. In 

Quechua, the plural can be formed in two ways: either with the suffix /-kuna/, which is 

originally from Quechua, or /-s/ which has been borrowed from Spanish. The goal of 

this paper is to understand what social factors contribute to the alternation between these 

two plural forms.  I completed an analysis of two Quechua speech corpora (Melgarejo & 

Camacho, 2018; Duck and Frog Stories, AILLA database) to determine what linguistic 

and social factors affect morpheme choice during pluralization. The /-kuna/ form was 

used more by radio broadcasters (high prestige), possibly to establish solidarity with 

other Quechua speakers or as a method of language revitalization. Speakers from a 

village in Bolivia used /-s/ almost exclusively, as a way to sound more Spanish and 

lessen the power dynamic between interviewer and interviewee. The paper concludes 

with possibilities of future work to test if morpheme alternation can be used to actively 

distance oneself or create solidarity within one conversation. Through the Quechua plural 

example, this paper will show how even nuanced choices in language can be used to 

preform identity and will explore how power influences identity performance.
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Quechua is a language spoken in South America by up to 10 million people, 

yet it is considered vulnerable, because of contact with the more prestigious Spanish. 

In Bolivia and other parts of South America, Spanish and Quechua exist in a diglossic 

state, with bilingual speakers using each language in different situations. Spanish holds 

more social power and has high prestige, while Quechua has low social prestige. Contact 

between Spanish and Quechua is relatively new. From the time of Spanish conquest 

during the 16th century, a linguistic duality existed between the Europeans and indigenous 

people. Quechua was used to communicate between the two groups, but strict separation 

kept language contact to a minimum. It wasn’t until the 20th century, where bilingualism 

became more common, that more serious linguistic contact emerged (Escobar, 2007; 

Sanchez, 2003). Modern Andean society has changed into a largely bilingual population; 

however, the interactions between European and indigenous society during conquest 

and colonization formed very strong and negative stigmas associated with the Quechua 

language. For example, Quechua speakers may be thought of being less educated or less 

successful then their Spanish speaking peers. This has led to linguistic shame where 

many bilinguals are opting out of their native language to associate with the prestige of 

Spanish (Cerrón-Polimo, 1989). This dichotomy has been so strong that it is preventing 

the transmission to younger generations. Many parents do not teach their children 

Quechua in hope of providing social mobility, and many rural and urban schools force 

students to learn in Spanish (Hornberger & Coronel-Molina, 2004; Hornberger, 1988). 

Quechua in Bolivia has been able to hold onto certain elements of the culture and 

is gaining an emblematic value by symbolizing indigeneity and resistance to Western 

culture. There exist multiple strongholds for Quechua, such as the market and within 

the home, where Quechua-ness (i.e. presenting as Indigenous or non-Western) is valued 

and encouraged (Hornberger, 1988; Sichra, 2005) The sharp contrasts in views on the 

prestige of Quechua (being very low in the minds of most speakers to very high in 
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certain Quechua dominated spaces), has led to an environment supportive of variation in 

language choice for bilingual speakers. 

Using Language to Perform Social Identity

Language is actively used to construct social meaning and preform a speaker’s 

individual identity. Variation based on identity construction is common in Quechua-

Spanish bilinguals, reflected largely in language choice. For example, word choice 

has been used by Quechua speakers to position themselves within one group. In an 

interview conducted by Howard-Malvarde, one urban speaker said that she spoke 

“refined Quechua”, by using many words borrowed from Spanish in her speech, in order 

to distance herself from rural speakers, while a speaker from the countryside rejected 

Spanish words, in order to keep her speech more pure. (Howard-Malverde, 1995).  

Numerous other examples from Quechua consider use of pronouns to create social 

distance during speech (Howard, 2009), the use of standardized forms to preform social 

status (Luykx, 2004), and shifts in accent to position the speaker either within a certain 

group, or outside of the group (Babel, 2014).

So far, social identity was shown to be constructed through salient linguistic 

features that are conscious to listeners (e.g. word choice and accent). However, it is 

less clear if speakers would use linguistic features that are less obviously connected 

to identity, such as morpheme choice. This study investigates how the morphological 

alternation between plural forms in Quechua speech reflect the speaker’s social identity. 

Pluralization in Quechua

  Pluralization in Quechua is done through three different processes: Conversion 
(assigning 

a new word class to a word without modification), reduplication (repeating part or all of a 

word) and suffix concatenation (adding another word part to change the word class) as 

shown in the examples below:
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Conversion Example :
Wasi-ta-n  riku-rqa-ni1

House-ACC-AFF see-PAS-1SG
I see hous(es)
(Muysken, 2002)

Reduplication Example:
Kasa-kasa
Thorny plant-thorny plant
Multitude of thorny plants
(Adelaar, 1977)

Concatenation Example:
Atoj-kuna-s-ta
Fox-PL-PL-ACC
Foxes
(Muysken, 2012)

Number on unmarked nouns is considered ambiguous, and no further marking is 

needed after number words or where number is not pertinent, as shown in the conversion 

example (Adelaar, 1977). Reduplication, when used to pluralize, is often associated with 

a shift in meaning (expressing multitude, abundance of collectivization), and in some 

texts, is regarded as being separate from pluralization (Adelaar, 1977). The processes of 

conversion and reduplication are native to Quechua, before the language was in contact 

with Spanish. On the other hand, the concatenation process has shown considerable 

influence from Spanish contact, and currently two different suffixes /-kuna/ and /-s/ are 

attested, the former being native to Quechua and the latter form to Spanish. Different 

grammar books reflect this alternation differently, and current use does not match the 

assigned “rules” given by grammaticians about how the language should be used. The 

following sections will address both linguistic and extralinguistic factors influencing 

concatenative plural variation.

  Recent work by Muysken (2002, 2012) has focused on linguistic factors 

guiding lexicalization of Spanish into Quechua. Phonetic, semantic, and lexical factors 
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all play a role in determining suffix choice. First, in regard to phonetics, the /-kuna/ 

ending often occurs after nouns ending in a consonant, while the /-s/ morph is applied 

after vocalic ending nouns; ñankuna (roads) and alqus (dogs), respectively. Quechua 

prohibits words to end in a consonant cluster. Adding /s/ to the end of a word already 

ending in a consonant would violate the phonetic rules of the language. The analysis 

done by Muysken (2002) also shows variation on a semantic level. In an uninfluenced 

Quechua dialect (one only containing the /-kuna/ plural), the suffix /-kuna/ is generally 

restricted to animate nouns and cannot be used with number words (with conversion or 

reduplication used in the other cases). However, the /-s/ suffix does not follow the same 

restrictions. Based on the analysis of the Urioste corpus (Urioste, 1964), the Spanish /s/ 

is also now associated with pluralization of inanimate nouns. Finally, suffix choice seems 

to be guided by the etymology of the word. Words of Spanish origin (later adopted into 

Quechua), are more likely to take the Spanish /-s/, while words originating in Quechua 

are more likely to take the /-kuna/ suffix. This etymological selectivity is seen in many 

languages in choosing suffix forms, including English and German plural formation 

(Plag, 1999; Clahsen,1995).

Different regional dialects of Quechua have adopted the Spanish /s/ to different 

rates. For example, Ecuadorian Quechua only uses the Spanish /-s/ on borrowed words, 

so it serves both as a borrowing marker and a plural marker. The /-s/ suffix is not 

productive (meaning it is not used to make new words) on any native words and the 

alternation between /-s/ and /-kuna/ is entirely based on linguistic factors (Stark and 

Muysken, 1977). Adelaar’s (1977) descriptive grammar of Tarma Quechua, spoken 

in the Northern part of Peru, does not mention pluralization by /-s/, but does mention 

occasional plural Spanish word lexical borrowing (i.e. borrowing the whole plural word 

into Quechua). For example, the word /mesas/ (tables in English) would be borrowed in 

full, instead of as the concatenation of /mesa/+/s/ . This subclass of Quechua also treats 
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the plural /-s/ as a relic of Spanish influence, and it is not productive in the language. 

On the other hand, Quechua 2C, spoken around Cuzco and in Bolivia, shows the most 

intricate uses of the Spanish /s/, with no single constraint on variation between the two 

forms (Muysken, 2002; 2012). Furthermore, prescriptive teaching materials of Bolivian 

Quechua give at least equal footing to /-s/ as a lexicalized plural marker in Quechua, 

independent of its mother language. 

Prior work has shown that the choice between /-kuna/ and /-s/ is complicated and 

guided by linguistic and non-linguistic factors. What is not known is how this variation 

plays into the social identity performance of the speaker. The goal of this paper is to 

uncover how the choice of plural marker varies based on the social situation of the 

conversation.  I have analyzed speech from both speakers in a radio broadcasting center 

(where there is high contact with Spanish and high prestige in using Quechua) and 

from sociolinguistic interviews conducted in a village in Southern Bolivia (where the 

speaker is interacting with a non-indigenous interviewer). By comparing usage across the 

different scenarios, it is possible to describe how the pluralization process can be used for 

identity construction. 

Methods

  I have analyzed pluralization from two different databases of natural Quechua 

speech. The first database is of transcribed radio speech from public Quechua political 

broadcasting based out of Cuzco, Peru (Melgarejo & Camacho 2018). This database 

contains the speech from two native Quechua-Spanish bilingual people, as they discuss 

current news in the Peruvian legislature. A total of 21 minutes was analyzed for plural 

use. 

  The second database is a series of sociolinguistic interviews conducted by Susan 

Kalt and colleagues in the “Duck and Frog Stories” project, accessed from the AILLA 

database at the Department of Chuquisaca in Bolivia. In these interviews, participants 
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told stories about drawings that they were shown and interacted with an interviewer who 

was a native Quechua speaker and a white researcher who was running the camera. I 

analyzed five different speakers, as shown in Table 1. In each interview, I only analyzed 

the speech of the interviewee, to avoid double counting the interviewer across the dataset. 

I analyzed two sets of transcriptions of spontaneous speech of Quechua IIC and 

coded each plural word as either “-kuna”, “-s”, or both (e.g. “kunas”). For the “Duck 

and Frog Story” recordings, I marked each plural based on the etymology of the word as 

Spanish or Quechua, the animacy of the word, and the phonetic environment of the plural 

morpheme (ending in a vowel or consonant). To compare differences between the two 

databases, as well as effects of gender and age, I ran three different Chi-Squared analyses. 

Each Chi-Square test compares the counts of each plural use, and shows if there is a 

significant difference in use between groups. 

Results

Cuzco Radio Speech:

  In total, there were 171 instances of pluralization in the recordings. 129 (75%) 

used /-kuna/ as the plural marker, 38 (22%) used /s/ as the plural marker, and 4 (3%) used 

both plural markers (e.g. pay-kuna-s). /-Kuna/ attached freely to stems ending in both 

consonants (1) and vowels (2), and was even used to pluralize words borrowed into 

Quechua from Spanish (3 and 4). All words pluralized with /-s/ were Spanish words, 

normally in the context of specific government laws or departments (5). In the words 

using both /-kuna/ and /-s/ for pluralization, /-s/ always followed /-kuna/, and double 

pluralization only occurred on plural forms common in Quechua (6).
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(1) Sipas-kuna
Girl-PL
Girls

(2) Warmi-kuna
Woman-PL
Women

(3) Congresista-kuna
Congressman (span)2 - PL
Congressmen

(4) cuaderno-kuna-pi
Notebook (span) -PL-LOC
In the notebooks

(5) Fiesta-s Navideña-s
Party (span)-PL Christmas (span) -PL
Christmas Parties

(6) Pay-kuna-s
He-PL-PL
They

Chuquisaca Interviews

Over all 5 interviews, the plural /-s/ was favored over /-kuna/. In a total of 116 

instances, /-s/ was used 75 times (64%), while /kuna/ was used 41 times (36%). /-S/ 

applied to all Spanish-derived words (7 and 8) as well as most Quechua content words (9 

and 10). /-Kuna/ was restricted to functional words, such as pronouns (11) and question 

words (12). Two Chi-Squared test showed no significant differences in usage based on 

age or gender. 
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(7) Huevo-s-ta
Egg(span)-PL-DAT
The eggs

(8) animal-es
Animal(span)-PL
Animals

(9) rumi-s
Stone-PL
Stones

(10) runtu-s
Egg-PL
Eggs

(11)  Chay-kuna-ta
There-PL-DAT
Those

(12) Pi-kuna-taj
Who-PL-CONTRAST

Who?

There was a significant difference between the preferred morpheme for 

pluralization across the speech acts (Χ2=50.10, p<0.001). Use of /-kuna/ was favored 

in the radio speech, while use of /-s/ was favored by speakers in Chuquisaca. The uses 

of each morpheme also changed between the different discourse contexts. /-Kuna/ was 

very productive in the radio speech, while in the interviews, /-kuna/ was restricted to 

functional words. 

Discussion

  In the Chuquisaca speech, /-kuna/ was unproductive, while the /-s/ plural form 

was common both on Spanish and Quechua based stems. The use of /-s/ can support a 

speaker’s identity performance to be more modern, Westernized, and Spanish. The choice 

to use Spanish morphemes could have been heavily influenced by the type of task being 
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performed and the interviewers. The speakers were asked to describe pictures and talk 

about education to two researchers (one of which was foreign). There is an unbalanced 

power between researcher and interviewee, and one of the researchers appears to come 

from the same group that has held power over indigenous people for centuries. The 

combination of the unequal power dynamic and the ethnic differences between the 

interviewer and interviewee provide a perfect setting for a Quechua speaker to want to 

try to fit it. By using Spanish forms, the interviewees were able to appear more like the 

researchers, bridging the gap between the two groups.

  The Cuzco radio corpus showed opposite usage than the interviews. /-Kuna/ was 

a common pluralizer for both Quechua- and Spanish-derived words, and the plural /-s/ 

was all but nonexistent in non-quoted speech. I can derive three possible reasons for this 

change in use. The first possibility is that the radio broadcasters do not need to appeal to 

the dominant culture of Spanish, because they hold power in the subculture of Quechua. 

In the Quechua community, the radio broadcasters experience relative prestige, because 

of their position. They have been given power through recent language revitalization 

efforts, and their speech is already considered proper Quechua. Because of their prestige 

in the subculture, they do not need to save face in the dominant culture by trying to 

assimilate their speech into a more Spanish-like grammatical structure. This allows 

them to construct an identity antithetical to the Westernized dominant culture and not be 

isolated. 

  Language is the medium that allows people to build connections between each 

other (see Brown and Gilman, 1960), so the second possibility is that using the /-kuna/ 

form allows the broadcaster to build solidarity between themselves and their audience. 

Only Quechua speakers listen to Quechua radio, so there is no potential for a loss of 

power by sticking to more traditional forms (i.e. /-kuna/); instead, they are able to better 

connect with their audience.. In the sociolinguistic interviews, there was not this shared 
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experience of being indigenous, so there is a higher threat to not fitting in to the dominant 

culture (Van Herk, 2012). 

  The last possibility directly involves language revitalization efforts changing the 

power dynamic between Spanish and Quechua. Recent revitalization efforts of Quechua 

may have increased the relative social prestige of Quechua (at least in urban settings). 

This way, /kuna/ is chosen over /s/ in the radio data because there is power in identifying 

as indigenous. Using /kuna/ allows the broadcaster to identify with the revitalized power 

given to the Quechua Language, so there is no harm in using more traditional forms.

  Because this is a news broadcast, there is the possibility that suffix choice 

is scripted for the recording. This would explain the consistency that was seen in 

/-kuna/ use across the broadcast. Even if the speech was scripted, suffix choice is still 

influenced by the sociolinguistic environment of the writers. Because there is such a 

tight link between the Quechua radio broadcast and language revitalization (Hornberger 

& Coronel-Molina, 2004), suffix choice may have been purposeful by the writers to 

encourage traditional quechua use in the listeners.

Future Research on Active Identity Construction

This study showed how use of a morphological marker can vary based on the 

social situation, but it does not specify if this alternation is an active process used 

by a speaker to help construct their identity, or if it is passively generated through 

power dynamics between the two different speech communities. In order to prove 

that speakers can use a morphological alternation actively to shape their identity, one 

must show that speakers will vary the rate that they use each form. I propose studying 

how sellers communicate with patrons in open air markets in Bolivia to demonstrate 

how morphological alteration can be an active process. In Bolivia, open markets are 

becoming a stronghold for Quechua use, and bilinguals are expected to use Quechua in 

these domains. If pluralization is important for active identity formation, then I predict 
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that a seller would use different plural forms based on the customer. If the customer 

presents as an Indigenous person and a native Quechua speaker, the seller would be 

more likely to use the /-kuna/ form to maintain solidarity with the customer. However, 

with a foreigner or non-Indigenous customer, the seller would be more likely to use /s/ 

to attempt and decrease the power mismatch between seller and customer and to appear 

more westernized.  

  There are many decisions a speaker must make when choosing what to say 

besides the literal meaning. This study showed that choices in morpheme use have social 

connotations that a Quechua speaker can use to construct their identity. Using /-kuna/ is 

more traditional and grounded in the indigenous language, while using /-s/ may be used 

by the speaker to try to raise their linguistic prestige. The choice of /-kuna/ or /-s/ will 

depend on the situation of the utterance, the audience, and the speaker’s attitude. Future 

work needs to be done to see if this alternation in plural forms is a passive result of 

diglossia and language contact in the linguistic systems of the Andes, or if it is actively 

used for a speaker to create solidarity or to distance themselves from other speakers.
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Footnotes:

1. The first line of the transcription is the original text. The second line represents the 

morphological definition of the phrase, with content morphemes written in lowercase, 

and functional morphemes abbreviated in capital letters. Notably PL signifies the plural 

marker. The last line is the English translation. All translations have been done by the 

author. 

2. (Span) signifies that the word has originated in Spanish, but is now also used in 

Quechua Speech.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: Speakers analyzed from the Duck and Frog Story Collection

Speaker Age Gender

1 26 Male

2 27 Female

3 42 Male

4 44 Female

5 78 Male
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everchanging christin

tina suders everchang

aing christina suders

uders everchanging 

christina suders ever 

changing christina 

suders everchanging 

christina suders 
Everchanging

Everchanging
by Christina Suders

“Acrylic painting of a skull with flowers. 
A study in light, and shadow.” Chistina is 
a junior at the University of Pittsburgh. 
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"Take That phony dream and burn it:"
the tragedy of american 
existentialism in arthur 

miller's death of a salesman 
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In her article, “Success, Law, and the Law of Success: Re-Evaluating Death of a Salesman’s 

Treatment of the American Dream,” Galia Benziman states that “a survey of the critical evaluations 

of Death of a Salesman reveals that the play has been mostly construed as a powerful, impassioned 

attack on this national ethos, often designated as the ‘American dream.”1 Arguably, the critical 

consensus attacks this romanticized “national ethos” by asserting that Willy Loman’s downfall and 

suicide are the results of his failure to achieve an unattainable American Dream. However, I propose 

it is not the promise of the American Dream that drives the play’s central tragedy, but a much 

larger force: American Exceptionalism. According to the Oxford Companion to American Politics, 

American Exceptionalism can be understood as, 

“a quasi-religious belief that the United States is a chosen and superior nation endowed by 

providence or the creator to be, ‘a city set upon a hill,’ (Matthew 5:14) an illustrious example 

and beacon for the rest of the world.”2 

I assert that these structures not only exist on a national scale, but they also trickle down to the level 

of the individual where Willy Loman operates: Not only must America as a nation present the image 

that it is an “illustrious example and beacon for the rest of the world,” but everyone who lives there 

must propagate this image by being exceptional themselves. While the Oxford English Dictionary 

defines the American Dream as “the ideal that every citizen of the United States should have an equal 

opportunity to achieve success and prosperity through hard work, determination, and initiative,”3 I 

believe that this promise of prosperity is a guise under which American Exceptionalism imbues the 

individual with the belief that they need to be great to succeed in America. This is why I contend that 

the American Dream is only what Biff Loman suggests it is: a “phony dream.”4 By reading Willy’s 

progressive downward spiral throughout the play, it becomes clear that many, if not all, of his actions 

are directly motivated by a need for greatness, which is why I argue that his tragic fate is the direct 

1  Galia Benziman, “Success, Law and the Law of Success: Reevaluating Death of A Salesman’s Treatment of the 
American Dream.” South Atlantic Review 70, no. 2 (2005): 20, accessed July 7, 2019, www-jstor-org.myaccess.library.
utoronto.ca/stable/20064631?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents.
2  Graham K. Wilson  "American Exceptionalism," in The Oxford Companion to American Politics.: 
Oxford University Press, 2012. https://www-oxfordreference-com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/
acref/9780199764310.001.0001/acref-9780199764310-e-0012.
3  Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “American,” accessed July 8, 2019, https://www-oed-com.
myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/Entry/6342?redirectedFrom=american#eid
4  Arthur Miller, Death of a Salesman (New York: Penguin Books, 2006), 132.
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result of being conditioned by American Exceptionalism. After years of striving to be great in order 

to win in the competitive world that this ideology has designed (and repeatedly failing), Willy’s belief 

that he is, or ever was, an extraordinary man “endowed by providence” begins to break down. When, 

at last, he realizes that he never was, and is never going to be, remarkable, his entire worldview 

collapses. This leads him to commit suicide, in the hope that at the very least, his sons can become 

what he could not. Through an analysis of Willy’s relationship to American Exceptionalism as seen 

in three different relationships: His relationship to his career, his relationship to his family, and his 

relationship to himself (which is inextricably interlinked with the other two), it becomes clear that 

Willy pushes himself in pursuit of a version of his life where he is exceptional, even if it kills him. 

One way American Exceptionalism is evident as the driving force behind Willy’s downfall 

is in his failure to be a successful salesman. Willy’s need to be notable in his career stems from his 

creed that “the man who makes an appearance in the business world, the man who creates personal 

interest, is the man who gets ahead. Be liked and you will never want.”5 In Willy’s mind, if he can be 

a great “[sales]man who makes an appearance in the business world,” and a “[sales]man who creates 

personal interest,” then he can be the “[sales]man who gets ahead.”6 If he becomes a great salesman, 

then he can achieve a certain level of prosperity and reinforce the greatness of the entire nation. To 

attain this level of success, Willy orients himself towards the standard of the superior salesman: Dave 

Singleman. According to Willy, Singleman is the pinnacle of salesmen and therefore, the person to 

emulate: 

And old Dave, he’d go up to his room, y’understand, put on his green velvet slippers — I’ll 

never forget — and pick up his phone and call the buyers, and without ever leaving his room, 

at the age of eighty-four, he made his living. And when I saw that, I realized that selling was 

the greatest career a man could want.7

When Willy first encounters Singleman, he knows that “selling was the greatest career a man 

could want”, because it could earn Willy the respect he needs to become a great man and achieve 

prosperity. In Willy’s mind, Singleman does not have to drive all over the country to make sales, he 

5  Miller, Death of a Salesman, 33.
6  Miller 33.
7  Miller 81. 
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can make a living just by sitting in his hotel room, putting on his green-velvet slippers and picking 

up the phone. Singleman does not have to go home to watch his wife mend her stockings instead of 

buying new ones8, or worry about where the money to fix the refrigerator is going to come from9, 

because he is a remarkable man who does remarkable things. For Willy, Singleman is the man who 

has respect, prestige, and success; in short, he represents nothing less than the zenith of greatness. 

According to Cortina and Lenkerd, 

The encounter with ‘old Dave’ powerfully captures Willy’s imagination, where the ideal of 

success is melded with the ideal of being liked and admired. The story of old Dave is set 

in stark comparison with the second death of a salesman in the play, Willy’s suicide. Willy 

was a salesman who had not “made it.” He had worked hard all his life only to find his early 

successes replaced with a series of humiliating professional disappointments…10

It is because Singleman is the type of man who lives such a remarkable life that makes Willy not 

only want to be him—but need to be him. Even in death, Willy wants to be Dave Singleman, because 

he was still noteworthy in death: “When he died, hundreds of salesmen and buyers were at his 

funeral.”11 Unfortunately, Willy is unable to successfully emulate the prosperity Singleman achieved 

as a salesman, in life or death. It is because of this failure, coupled with American Exceptionalism’s 

continuous necessity of greatness that begins Willy’s turns to other methods of becoming successful. 

In order to compensate for his lack of achievement, Willy begins to rely on two methods to 

feed his desire to be exceptional: overcompensation and fantasy construction. Despite advancing in 

age, Willy continues to attempt to become great, compensating for a lack of success with dedication 

in the hope that after over forty years as a salesman, he will finally receive the recognition he 

deserves.12 However, he ends up overcompensating for his lack of success by running himself ragged, 

to the point where he almost runs his car off the road “a little above Yonkers”, at the start of the 

play.13 After realizing that dedication and hard work will no longer get him the success he needs, 
8  Miller 75.
9  Miller 35-36.
10  Mauricio Cortina and Barbara Lenkerd, “Willy Loman’s American Dreams: A Sociopsychoanalytic Interpretation 
of Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman.” Contemporary Psychoanalysis 44, no. 2 (2008): 250, accessed July 5, 2019, journals-
scholarsportal-info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/pdf/00107530/v44i0002/247_wlad.xml.
11  Miller, Death of a Salesman, 81.
12  Miller, 14-15.
13  Miller, 13. 
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Willy resorts to creating fantasies in which he is, or once was, great. These narratives are usually 

constructed around an exaggerated sense of self, but they also appear to be built on delusions of 

grandeur. For example, when Willy goes to his boss, Howard Wagner, to request that he be allowed 

to work in New York, he tries to justify his request, while also keeping the fantasy of being notable 

alive, by stating: 

WILLY. Your father—in 1928 I had a big year. I averaged a hundred and seventy dollars a 

week in commissions. 

HOWARD. Impatiently, Now, Willy, you never averaged... 

WILLY. Banging his hand on the desk, I averaged a hundred and seventy dollars a week in the 

year of 1928! And your father came to me—or rather, I was in the office here—it was right 

over this desk—and he put his hand on my shoulder...14 

The number of pauses and rapid detail changes in Willy’s retelling of this narrative suggest that even 

he is not sure where the truth ends and the fantasy begins. What is crucial about this encounter is that 

Willy clearly attempts to reaffirm the narrative that he once was, or still is, superior, either by relying 

heavily on past events or by simply fabricating the facts. Willy is so determined to become great, no 

matter the cost, that he is ultimately fired from his job and his belief that he is an “illustrious example 

and beacon” begins to collapse. The combined stress of these two events continues to build in his 

mind as the play progresses and eventually will lead him to commit suicide in the hope that he will 

become noteworthy through his posterity. 

Evidence that American Exceptionalism is the driving force behind Willy’s tragic downfall 

can also be seen in his relationship with his sons. Willy’s belief that one needs to be remarkable to be 

prosperous in America is not something that is exclusive to him: he has also been projecting this idea 

onto his sons, because successful fathers raise their sons to be successful, too, thus perpetuating the 

continuity of success. Ama Wattley reinforces this when she states, “Willy desires his sons to be like 

him, or more accurately, like the image of himself he projects to them.”15 Here, Wattley’s argument 

explains why Willy is consistently depicted as being disappointed or angry at Biff and Happy: 

they had the potential to be great, but could never live up to the image Willy forced onto them. By 

14  Miller, 82.
15  Ama Wattley. “Father-Son Conflict and the American Dream in Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman and August 
Wilson’s Fences.” The Arthur Miller Journal 5, no. 2 (2010): 6, accessed July 8, 2019, https://search-proquest-com.myaccess.
library.utoronto.ca/docview/1424668086/fulltextPDF/59D2944144504BE1PQ/1?accountid=14771.
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focusing primarily on Willy’s projection of exceptionalism onto Biff, it is evident that this need for 

greatness does not only have a negative effect on the father, but also negatively impacts his son. 

Within many, if not all of the flashbacks, Willy constantly tries to transmit the teachings of 

exceptionalism to Biff. For example, one of Willy’s many attempts to make his son great can be seen 

in the flashback involving Biff stealing the football: 

WILLY. …Coach’ll probably congratulate you on your initiative! 

BIFF. Oh, he keeps congratulating my initiative all the time, Pop. 

WILLY. That’s because he likes you. If somebody else took that ball there’d be an uproar.16 

Within this encounter between Willy and Biff, Willy’s contentment with his son is the result of 

Biff’s attempt in becoming notable. Willy’s remark that Biff is well-liked by his coach and will be 

congratulated for his initiative reaffirms that he is trying to make Biff see himself as “an illustrious 

example and beacon for the rest of the world.” Furthermore, the comment that if “somebody else” 

and not Biff “took that ball there’d be an uproar,” reinforces this notion that Willy is trying to teach 

Biff that he is greater than everyone else. This is also evident in the same flashback, when Biff tells 

Willy he’ll score a touchdown for him:

BIFF. This Saturday, Pop, this Saturday—just for you, I’m going to break through for a 

touchdown. 

HAPPY. You’re supposed to pass. 

BIFF. I’m takin’ one play for Pop.17 

Instead of chastising Biff for stealing the football and “break[ing] through for a touchdown” when 

he is supposed to pass, “Willy encourages and revels in Biff’s local stardom and believes it to be one 

sign of Biff’s greatness and potential to be a success in life.”18 Furthermore, Willy encourages Biff 

by projecting an image of exceptionalism onto him. In the same flashback, it is clear that Willy’s 

projecting quickly begins to have an effect on Biff, because of his comment that “he [the coach] 

keeps congratulating my initiative all the time.” In these two excerpts, there is a clear sense that Biff 

becomes defiant towards authority and rules, because he has been taught that he is above them. 

In Act II of the play, it is revealed that Willy’s attempts to instill this ideology of greatness 

16  Miller, 30. 
17  Miller, 32.
18  Wattley. “Father-Son Conflict and the American Dream,” 10.
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into his son did not make him exceptional, but instead had a terrible effect on his ego. As a result 

of his father’s repeated attempts to project exceptionalism onto him, Biff has been conditioned to 

believe that he will be successful at everything. However, towards the end of Act II, Biff reveals to 

his father how this constant transmitting of these ideas actually kept him from being successful at 

anything: 

BIFF. I stole myself out of every good job since high school!

WILLY. And whose fault is that?

BIFF. I never got anywhere, because you blew me so full of hot air I could never stand taking 

orders from anybody! That’s whose fault it is!19

A clear cause-and-effect correlation emerges between the scenes, where Willy projects an image of 

greatness onto Biff in his teenage years, and adult Biff’s revelation that he could never take orders 

because he was always being blown “so full of hot air.” Biff directly admits that he could never be 

exceptional—he could not even be averagely successful—because Willy was constantly projecting 

an image that he could not live up to. Just as Willy was conditioned to believe that he is exceptional, 

so was Biff. But whereas Biff can accept that he was not “endowed by providence or the creator” to 

be great, Willy cannot. At the climax of the play, Biff, in a moment of foreshadowing, begs his father: 

“Will you take that phony dream and burn it before something happens?”20 Biff’s statement that 

Willy has only been pursuing a phony dream his entire life is his breaking point. It is at this moment 

that Willy decides to make something happen in order to push his son towards the success that he 

could never achieve and make him exceptional, at last. 

When Willy kills himself in order to collect the twenty-thousand dollars in insurance money, 

this final tragic act can be seen as a father who broke under the weight of American Exceptionalism 

making one last attempt at making his children successful. Willy constructs his suicide so that Biff 

can collect the insurance money and use it to become prosperous, just as Willy always hoped he 

would grow up to be. In the closing moments of Act II, Willy suggests that by sacrificing himself, 

WILLY. That boy---that boy is going to be magnificent!

Ben appears in the light just outside the kitchen.

19  Miller, 131. 
20  Miller, Death of a Salesman, 132. 
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BEN. Yes, outstanding, with twenty thousand behind him.21 

Through Willy’s suicide, not only will Biff get the twenty-thousand-dollar life insurance policy 

that will make him magnificent, Willy will finally get the death of the “greatest” salesman where 

“hundreds of salesmen and buyers” will be at his funeral. Willy’s realization that he will never be 

extraordinary, coupled with the need to be superior to succeed in America, leads him to believe that 

if he cannot be a remarkable man in life, the least he can do is leave behind an exceptional corpse to 

be mourned at an exceptional funeral by his soon-to-be exceptional family. Unfortunately, this line of 

reasoning only occurs in Willy’s mind: The reality is that he will not have a magnificent funeral with 

“hundreds of salesmen and buyers” in attendance, but a small funeral, where very few people will 

show up including his still average, but slightly wealthier, family. 

In The Cambridge Companion to Arthur Miller, Matthew Roudane argues Death of a 

Salesman presents a rich matrix of enabling fables that define the myth of the American dream.”22 

As I have argued, it is not a failure to achieve this mythologized notion of the American Dream 

that leads to the death of the salesman, it is the ideology of American Exceptionalism. This “quasi-

religious belief” conditions him to believe that he must be “an illustrious example and beacon for 

the rest of world” by promising him wealth and success if he contributes to the prosperity of the 

entire nation. This conditioning is also present in his relationship with his sons: Willy’s theory is that 

if his children are not remarkable it means he failed, because he could not raise them to greatness. 

Although many would contend that it is Willy’s need to achieve the fable that is the American Dream 

which brings about his suicide, I argue that it is because Willy has been conditioned to believe that 

he has to be successful in everything: his job, his marriage, and his family, that ultimately leads to 

his downfall. Having been taught to believe that he has been “endowed by providence or the creator” 

to become a great man, Willy pushes himself to be exceptional because being average would be 

unacceptable. 

21  Miller, 133. 
22  Matthew C. Roudane, “Death of a Salesman and the Poetics of Arthur Miller,” in The 
Cambridge Companion to Arthur Miller, ed. Christopher Bigsby (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1998), 63. 
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Fatigue
by Mikey Cao

 “I mixed acrylic paints, colored 
pencils, markers, pens, and 
paper cutouts together, where 
before I had mostly ever worked 
with one medium within a piece, 
and I mixed them together on 
an assemblage of large, soft-
cornered shapes instead of the 
small, square-edged canvases I 
was used to. I wanted to create 
something that represented 
my the way I felt both like an 
overwrought computer -on its last 

dregs and merely going through 
the motions from day to day -and 
the interconnected, growing, 
undeterred plants that grow out 
of the remains of that machine, 
ready to start anew. Thus, I tried 
to capture being of many things 
all at once: human flesh, tangled 
circuitry, and the relentless hope 
of an organism that can always 
regrow, even when the stem 
is cut.” Mikey is a freshman at 
Carnegie Mellon University.
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  During the 20th century, the quest for 

identity in African-American life and literature 

is obstructed by the fact that identity is dictated 

by color, rather than what an individual projects. 

The resulting mode of existence for African-

Americans is marked by what W.E.B. Du Bois, in 

his text, The Souls of Black Folk, calls “double-

consciousness,” and a sense of invisibility in the 

presence of oppression. For Du Bois, double-

consciousness is a concept that describes a 

divide between one’s true self and how that self 

is observed by others (2). An individual with 

double-consciousness feels at once like both an 

American and an African-American, and cannot 

reconcile the two identities. This parallels Ralph 

Ellison’s conception of invisibility in his novel, 

The Invisible Man, wherein one’s identities and 

actions are unrecognized by oppressors who 

only view African-Americans through a distorted 

lens. Both internally and externally, African-

Americans feel this sense of invisibility as they 

are judged externally and subsequently obtain 

a new sense of self-consciousness internally.

 The first topic of interest, that of double-

consciousness, is expressed in the first essay 

in The Souls of Black Folk, titled “Of Our 

Spiritual Strivings.” Du Bois writes that, 

“The Negro is a sort of seventh son, born 

with a veil, and gifted with second-sight 

in this American world,—a world which 

yields him no true self-consciousness, 

but only lets him see himself through the 

revelation of the other world. It is a peculiar 

sensation, this double-consciousness, 

this sense of always looking at one’s self 

through the eyes of others, of measuring 

one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks 

on in amused contempt and pity” (2).

At first glance, this short excerpt may appear 

to be just that—short and only indicative of a 

small portion of a grander, more comprehensive 

picture—yet the idea of double-consciousness 

reaches far and wide, from its philosophical and 

social notion, to its psychological consequence. In 

fact, the idea of double-consciousness is the central 

problem in American racism for the African-

American. After all, consciousness is the interface 

of knowing—an interface in which we are all 

equally attached and confined to, regardless of race.

 What then, makes African-Americans feel their 

“twoness” (2) as Du Bois posits? What is exclusive 

in the consciousness of the African-American 

population that the white population does not 

possess? First, that they are born with a veil. The 

significance of the veil comes from its purpose of 

masking, the actual function of one being to cover 

or hide the face from view. In the context that Du 

Bois places the veil though, its significance is 
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extended. Rather than being born on one side or 

another of the veil, African-Americans are “born 

with a veil.” It is not outside of them, but within. 

The existence of the veil results in the obfuscation 

of both black and white parties. White people do 

not see black people as “true” Americans, and 

African-Americans only see themselves through 

the descriptions white America prescribes for 

them. Thus, just as a white individual cannot 

see the black individual beyond the attribute of 

color, the black individual cannot see the white 

beyond what negative prescription they give.

 Second, as a result of the veil, the existence of 

double-consciousness and a lack of a true self-

consciousness manifests itself. This idea of 

lacking a true self-consciousness and possessing 

a duality in mind can run parallel to the notion 

of the “unhappy consciousness”, as posited 

by the German philosopher Georg Wilhelm 

Friedrich Hegel, in The Phenomenology of 

Spirit, (a text which heavily inspired Du Bois). 

Hegel writes, more or less, that the “unhappy 

consciousness” results from a consciousness at 

odds with itself (123). Explained in a deeper 

manner, consciousness is the finite, dependent 

aspect of knowledge (sometimes referred 

to as desire), while the self-conscious is the 

infinite, independent identity possessed (the 

social human). The unhappy consciousness 

perpetually strives to reunite the finite with the 

infinite, so that the stress of duality will cease.

This may all seem to be leaving the 

realms of double-consciousness, as posited by 

Du Bois, but the metaphysical theory is essential 

to understanding the more grounded and specific 

plight of African-Americans that Du Bois 

suggests. Moreover, the Du Boisian double-

consciousness is, at its core, a recontextualization 

of the “unhappy consciousness.” Sandra Adell, 

in her text, Double-Consciousness/Double Bind: 

Theoretical Issues in Twentieth-Century Black 

Literature writes, “it [double-consciousness] 

creates a rupture between… [the] technical term 

[“unhappy consciousness”]… and its historical 

and traditional context—German Idealism in 

all of its manifestations—and opens it up to 

other contexts” (19). Hegel being a contextual 

philosopher, (a philosopher who represents his 

ideas in a historical-temporal frame) in turn, 

limits the application of those ideas across 

differing narratives. Du Bois restructures the 

“unhappy consciousness” in specifics, but 

not fundamentally, to fit the distinct troubles 

of African-Americans in the 20th century.

Returning to the question at hand: how 

exactly does the “unhappy consciousness” run 
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parallel to “double-consciousness” and, more 

specifically, to identity? Well, for an individual 

stuck in a world wherein everyone else is an other 

by virtue of the color-line, this duality of mind 

discussed by Du Bois is especially manifest, albeit 

in a different manner to fit the context. There is 

still constant striving present to reconcile the self-

consciousness with the suppressed consciousness. 

For African-Americans, however, reconciliation 

between consciousness and self-consciousness 

is impossible, because their consciousness is 

never recognized and only physical features 

such as color determine one’s identity. As a 

result, consciousness is divided and becomes a 

dual-natured, contradicting being (think back 

to the ever-present veil’s effect on identity). 

To aid the context, think of consciousness as 

desire. Generally, consciousness desires things 

that are conducive to positive feelings, like the 

attainment of an identity, but because of the 

restrictive, racial constructs in place, and the 

idea that one is only able to see themselves 

“through the revelation of the other world”, (2) 

these things are generally unavailable. In this 

recognition or lack thereof, self-consciousness 

recognizes consciousness as a being rather than 

being, transcending the limits of consciousness, 

itself. In other words, consciousness becomes 

objectified. In extension, the other is now 

recognized as belonging to the same realm as 

consciousness, by reason of consciousness’ 

extrinsic identification. Further separation of 

the two souls of African-Americans is a natural 

consequence of this external predicament.

A further understanding of this lack 

of true self-consciousness presents itself in 

Alain Locke’s The New Negro, wherein Locke 

describes the titular concept as an individual 

whom stresses “self-assertion and self-

articulation” and “replace[s] the racist stereotype 

of the ‘Old Negro,’” which “included passivity, 

accommodation, and lack of education.” (“New 

Negro,” The African American Experience) The 

“Old Negro” lacks a true self-consciousness and 

experiences the same disconnect with the world 

as the aforementioned individual of “double-

consciousness.” What Locke goes on to describe 

is another aspect of this consciousness in its social 

relation. The “Old Negro,” according to Locke is 

“a formula more than a human being” (The Norton 

Anthology of African-American Literature, 974). 

They represent a distorted perspective of oneself, 

because of how others perceive them, and this 

perspective reigns supreme over personality. 

A situation such as this presents no true self-

understanding. An individual in this predicament 

can have no rapport with others, even those 
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in the same predicament as they are: mentally 

and physically segregated. Again, in the words 

of Locke, “The chief bond between [the black 

population] has been of a common condition 

rather than a common consciousness” (976). No 

real community or rapport can be created without 

the true self, as this self is necessary in building 

a community that is not controlled by another. 

Thrust into an unfair world, African-

Americans experience existential and 

psychological dread at the hands of the racial 

constructs in place; dread that ultimately stems from 

the fact that unalterable physical characteristics 

determine the manner of self-conscious existence. 

Humans, being the social creatures they are, by 

many lengths can only truly know themselves 

through affiliation with others. When authority is 

against an individual, and those who are likewise 

being oppressed are subject to the same torture 

of insignificance, self-assertion is not a known 

option. In many cases, this dread can reveal itself 

by instilling a sense of invisibility (or lack of 

desired, earned identity) in the African-American.

In Charles Chesnutt’s Po’ Sandy, the 

“colored coachman” (1) of the story “Julius 

McAdoo” uses his perceived identity (and 

consequential invisibility) as a means of gathering 

sympathy and donation from the white couple he 

works for by telling a story that on the surface 

seems innocent enough; a story of struggle and 

grief—but one that is designed to moralize the 

white couple, with its layered depictions of racial 

struggle and identity. In the story, Sandy, a slave, 

wishes to escape from the identity of slavery, or 

the identity of property that he has been tethered 

to for his whole life. So, he asks his wife, Tenie, to 

turn him into something else so he can experience 

freedom. After he asks, his wife, being a “cunjuh-

’ooman,” (conjuring woman) inquires as to what 

he would like to be. She asks if he would “wanter 

be turnt inter a rabbit,” to which Sandy replies 

“No, de dogs mout git atter me” (3). Additionally, 

if Sandy were a rabbit, he would once again be 

turned into an object of prey. After the offer is 

turned down, Tenie asks “‘shill I turn yer ter a 

wolf?”, to which Sandy replies, “No, a hawk mout 

ketch me. I wanter be turnt inter sump’n w’at’ll stay 

in one place” (3). In the end Tenie, after listening 

intently, decides to turn Sandy into a tree, so he 

can stay in one place and stop having to constantly 

move around according to the whims of a master. 

To the woe of Sandy, and especially 

Tenie, after Sandy is transformed, the tree he 

becomes is cut down. Tenie then succumbs to 

intense grief and dies in the nearby schoolhouse, 

which Sandy then haunts. Though this event 

is inherently upsetting, it also speaks volumes 

about the nature of slavery and the seeming 
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impossibility of escape. Despite Sandy’s attempts 

to escape, he cannot even after being turned into 

a tree, owing to the fact that a tree is unmoving 

and defenseless. A tree is still subject to the 

unsympathetic exploitations of external forces, 

namely humans, who see the tree as mere property 

and lacking any true identity, just like Sandy.

Therein lies yet another problem with 

invisibility: the quandary of how to attain freedom 

when one is unseen. Responsibility and freedom 

go hand in hand; one cannot exist without the 

other. What is responsibility when one is not free 

to make their own choices, and similarly, what 

is freedom when the choices are predetermined? 

After all, it was Jean-Paul Sartre, in his work, 

Existentialism is a Humanism, who said, “man is 

condemned to be free” (29). One is condemned to 

stand by and be responsible for every action they 

commit—them, and no one else. Freedom lies 

in choice. Sandy wishes to escape from slavery 

by putting his faith into the power of another 

(Tenie,) and expects to attain freedom through 

becoming a tree, not changing his identity (or 

responsibility,) but merely shifting its appearance. 

Sandy desires freedom while continuing to evade 

the responsibility of it, due almost entirely to the 

fact that he is invisible, and accordingly cannot 

project his true self and claim his responsibility. 

Freedom is forever elusive to Sandy until death 

due to his invisibility. Of course, it is not Sandy’s 

fault, yet the impossible situation persists.

To reinforce this idea of responsibility 

and freedom even further, one can look to 

Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man, wherein the 

titular character states that, “[i]rresponsibility 

is part of my invisibility; any way you face it, 

it is a denial” (13). The Invisible Man is fully 

aware of the effect of invisibility, but is also 

aware of the fact that, because of its presence, 

he cannot claim responsibility. He continues 

to say, “to whom can I be responsible, and why 

should I, when you refuse to see me?” A sense 

of being perceived by others is inextricably tied 

to The Invisible Man’s sense of responsibility.

Invisibility plays a role in the character 

of Julius in Po’ Sandy, as well, albeit in a more 

positive manner. He uses his ostensibly honest 

and loyal identity to trick the white couple 

into letting him convert the schoolhouse into a 

place of worship so that Julius and his friends 

can use it for their own needs. He continues 

on to explain that the ghost of Sandy would 

never interrupt something religious and that the 

worship itself may help appease Sandy’s eternal 

soul. Still, it’s important to remember that while 

invisibility does have its positive attributes its 

effects are primarily detrimental to the psyche.

On another note, Chesnutt uses dialect in 
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Po’ Sandy as a means of further exemplifying the 

pain that slavery causes. According to Thomas 

White Jr, in his essay, Languages for America, 

“[Nancy] Bentley (an English 

professor at UPenn) suggests that 

Chesnutt’s use of a southern negro 

dialect ‘redoubles its ironic power 

by making the conventions of 

plantation fiction, so often apologist 

in tone and effect, obliquely expose 

the violence and humiliation at 

the heart of southern slavery’ 

(201). For Bentley, Chesnutt’s 

dialects both acknowledge 

and rewrite the conventions 

of the plantation tradition.” 

Irony is at the core of Po’ Sandy, especially 

in the character of Julius, as he weaves his 

layered tale. Julius’s perceived identity makes 

the irony of Sandy’s tale that much greater.

Another question, and undoubtedly the 

most important, must be asked about the issue 

of identity and invisibility in a racist world: what 

can be done about it? Du Bois posits, in his essay 

Criteria of Negro Art, that African-American 

art has the potential to be a universal, objective 

beauty, rather than a subjective one. He states 

this in consideration of the fact that the African-

American population is marginalized and has no 

concern for the pretentious nature of contemporary 

art, but rather the beauty of a perfect world, 

unchained by mere participation of beauty. Du 

Bois also states that, thanks to the marginalization 

of the African-American and the false beauty 

present, “all art is propaganda and ever must be, 

despite the wailing of the purists… I do not care a 

damn for any art that is not used for propaganda” 

(The Norton Anthology… 776). Art is a tool of 

justice and must be used for attaining justice, and 

consequently true beauty, according to Du Bois.

In The Invisible Man, despite the 

upsetting nature of invisibility, Ellison sets an 

example in writing of what African-Americans 

must do in the presence of invisibility—claim 

responsibility, regardless of the obstacles in place. 

Only once responsibility is taken can one really 

progress toward freedom and true self-identity. 

Ellison promotes the power that everyone holds 

inside and urges the reader to never believe 

those external factors that try to suppress that 

internal power. In relation to internal powers, in 

The Souls of Black Folk, Du Bois says that the 

education of African-Americans is essential 

to claiming responsibility and identity, as 

knowledge offers the opportunity to rise “above 

the veil” (67) that restricts progressive action.

African-American literature during the 

20th century is marked by a newfound shrewdness 
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in the prominent writers of the time. Writers like Du 

Bois, Ellison, and Chesnutt embody this new level 

of insight, with their conceptions of ideas such as 

“double-consciousness” and the syndromes and 

effects invisibility has on the African-American 

identity. They realized just how deeply affected 

the African-American population was by the 

influence of the outside world and its denizens.
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I have seen my father cry three times in my life.

The first time was when I was a freshman in high school. My younger brother was 

in sixth grade and in danger of having to repeat his first year of middle school; my father 

tried to work with him, proofreading his essays, making flashcards for science class, 

reviewing math problems. But whatever efforts my father put into helping my brother 

succeed were shrugged off, and he progressively became more and more annoyed, until 

he exploded in a fit of anger and ran upstairs—slamming the door to the bedroom he 

shared with my other brother. My father was tired of his indifference and went up the 

stairs after him. He found the bedroom door locked. He banged on the door so hard it 

fractured down the middle. It still didn’t open. My father walked away from my brother’s 

room, walked past mine and let out a choked sob. He told me that he felt he had failed as 

a father. To him, my brother’s failures were his. 

Seven years later, my mother and I were out running errands when we received a 

text from my dad asking us to come home as soon as possible, with no explanation why. 

Despite having a few more stops to make, Mom and I headed home. We entered the house 

laughing, until we saw my father sitting on the couch, his face stricken. He began to tell 

us that his mother, my grandmother, was in the hospital again, and they didn’t think she 

would be leaving this time. The words were drowned out by his tears. I wasn’t in the 

room when she passed the next day. I was downstairs getting coffee for my aunts and 

uncles. When I came back upstairs, she was gone. I collapsed into my uncle’s arms, as 

someone took the cups from my hands. I collected my breath and I went to find my dad. 

He needed me more than I needed him. He didn’t cry then, but wiped my tears away, as 

we sat by her bedside.

The third time, was 366 days after the second. He came home from work at the 

usual time and started yelling that the house wasn’t clean enough for family dinner. Didn’t 
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we want to make thing easier for our mom? She was already stressed enough. He was still 

trying to make things easier for her, even now. Trying to appease his frustration, I began 

cleaning dishes, removing clutter from the counter and gathering ingredients for a dinner 

I didn’t know how to make. As the eldest child, it has always been my job to mediate 

between parents and siblings. It seemed strange that family dinner on a Wednesday night 

(five days before Christmas) was so important to my father, but I obliged. Dinner was 

normal, but I didn’t do a very good job of cooking the lamb chops; they were dry, and we 

realized after one bite that something in the green bean casserole had expired. Someone 

remembered there had been a recall on fried onions a few months back. The meal was 

a bust. The boys wanted to get back to the XBox and my sister wanted to invite over a 

friend. But then my dad explained why a family dinner the day after the first anniversary 

of his mother’s death, five days before Christmas was so important—my father is 

transgender. 

When he first said it, I thought it was a joke. My father makes a lot of jokes that, 

more often than not, I don’t find funny. I thought this was just one of those occasions. I 

didn’t make eye contact with him as to not encourage him, but then the joke became a 

reality. 

I am moving out of the house, and getting my own apartment where I can live as 

myself, twenty-four-seven.

He would be just down the street, but he— I mean she— would not be living in 

our house anymore. The house that we sat in, the house that we had lived in for twenty 

years. The house that had a red dot on the ceiling of the living room from when I was 

seven years old and startled my dad while he- she- was painting the walls, jumping with 

the paintbrush in her hand. 

What do I call you?
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Please call me Dad. I can’t handle anything else.

But to the rest of the world, she would be going by a new name. She kept her 

initials to honor her father, whom he was originally named after. My dad had always been 

proud to share her father’s name. I realized that growing out her hair and dying it red was 

not a poor style mistake, but a decision. All of the packages that arrived were not eBay 

trinkets but new clothes to fit her new identity. The long periods spent locked in his room 

were not depressive withdrawals, but the only moments in which she could be herself. 

As she spoke, many questions in my head were answered, but even more arose. 

Will she walk me down the aisle on my wedding day? Will she be my dance partner at my 

reception? Why can’t he, the one who fostered my love of writing and creativity, the one 

who encouraged me to follow my dreams of being a writer, be the one to celebrate my 

accomplishments when I graduate college? Why was she making this choice? 

This is just a phase, she is confused, I thought to myself. But can fifty-two-year-

olds go through phases? She coached the Little League baseball teams. She was a Cub 

Scout Den leader. She screamed at the TV for every Sunday night football game. She 

mowed the lawn and cut down trees. None of this made sense to me.

She said she had felt these feelings going back to when he was a child. At only 

four years old, she felt more like a daughter than a son. When she hit high school and 

started dating girls, she was “fixed”. But she was confused then and confused now. She 

didn’t understand why she needs to do this, but she knew she needed to do this. She 

still loves my mom, she said. That will never change. My mom leaned forward in her 

chair, hands half covering her face, sending darting glances at each of her adult children, 

wanting to shield them. No one moved a muscle when our dad told us that her anxieties 

about her male identity returned almost two years ago. Mom had known for a year. I 

looked to her once again. She was falling apart. We were motionless, as my father told us 
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that she has already started to transition at work; she had been trying out different voices 

to sound feminine over the phone. 

Our dog, Charlie, circled the table and rested his chin on our laps, hoping to get 

the leftover lamb chops that had now gone cold. He was oblivious to his family’s sudden 

change in energy, he only wanted food and love. I absentmindedly rubbed his ears as he 

tilted his head into my hand. I thought about my dad in a new apartment. Would she ever 

come visit the house? Would she ever see Charlie again? Dad loves him, and thinking 

about her never seeing Charlie again broke my heart the most. It made me want to hold 

them both close to me and never let them go. 

My dad managed to tell her story, giving a glimpse of what our life would look 

like. What she couldn’t handle, she said, is thinking that she’d let us down. She taught 

her sons how to be men, and now, she has betrayed them. She hoped her daughters would 

learn how boys were to respect them from her, but how can she do that if she was never a 

man in the first place? She wants our family to get through this, as she gestures to a sign 

on the wall, hanging directly across from her that read, “our family is a circle of strength 

and love”.  As she pointed, she could no longer retain her composure. She knew this is 

the life she was meant to live. For her, life was now clear. But for the other five people at 

the table, there was nothing but confusion. Even the things that had seemed certain were 

blown away. She knew this, and it broke her. We didn’t know what our family would look 

like at the end of this transition.  

I stood up out of my chair, startling the dog sitting beside me and stood behind my 

father, wrapping my arms around her broad shoulders. 

We love you, Dad. That will never change. 

That night, I did a Google search for my father’s new name. A profile came up 

of her in a red wig and a white dress, similar to one Marilyn Monroe would have worn. 
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There was my father standing in front of my bedroom curtains, posing in front of my 

full-length mirror that was left behind while I was away at college. I couldn’t help but 

scroll through the limited photos that were shared for public consumption. I recognized 

the blue eyes, the gentle crow’s feet around the corners of her eyes—now accentuated 

with eyeliner—her strong nose and thin lips, and bright white teeth: this is my dad. I 

couldn’t stop looking at the photos as tears streamed down my face. Recognizable, but so 

different. 

My mom came and talked to me, as I sat alone in my room that night. Going 

back and forth between college and this house for the past few years distorted my sense 

of home. I never felt like I was in the right place, I was always missing someone or 

somewhere no matter where I was. And now, I missed a time where my family was 

whole, a time to which I could no longer go back. Once, all six of us went on a road trip 

to Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming. We borrowed my grandparents’ pop-up trailer 

for the trip and hitched it to the back of our minivan. At one of the many stops along the 

way, my dad was driving, forgetting that the trailer was attached to the car, and attempted 

to back into a spot. Frustration from being packed inside a car with four adolescents for 

hours on end probably didn’t help matters, but my mom exploded in a fit of rage. Both 

parents exited the car screaming about backing into a parking spot. My little brother 

asked me if mom and dad were getting a divorce and I, being the oldest and, hopefully, 

the voice of reason, told him “of course not.” 

There had been fights and arguments before, all of which scared me and, as I grew 

older, angered me, but I never thought that they were more than what my friends’ parents 

went through. Fights were a normal part of marriage; my parents were strong and would 

never get a divorce. Now, at twenty-two years old, I had to learn what it felt like to be the 

child of separated parents. My mom explained to me that since she had known about my 
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dad for over a year, she carried the weight of the secret on her shoulders. She couldn’t 

confide in anyone, not even her parents or her own children. For over a year, she carried 

the burden of protecting and supporting her husband and shielding her children while she 

was slowly crushed under the weight, alone. I asked if we should start calling Dad “she.” 

Mom still calls my father him. 

Later on, seeing how happy my dad was, even while she was hurt and missing her 

family, hurt me. We had a good life—were four kids and a wife not good enough for him? 

Could he not just continue on the way he had been for fifty-two years? What was so bad 

about the way things were? I realize, in hindsight, how selfish these thoughts were. 

My dad texted me asking me to bring over some things she left in the house to 

her new apartment. It felt like a betrayal to tell my mom that I was heading over there. 

I didn’t know which parent needed me more. I knocked on the door to my dad’s new 

place—3B. She opens the door. I hold out the laundry basket full of items that had been 

left behind and take a step back, as I process seeing her in the flesh for the first time. She 

is wearing the old yellow sweatshirt that had been washed so many times that the threads 

around the cuffs and the collar were worn out. There is a picture of me as an infant: my 

dad wearing that very same sweatshirt and throwing me in the air. But now, my dad wore 

clip-on earrings and lipstick, and tight fitted leggings that look like the ones I wore. Once 

I was inside the apartment, I helped organize the guest room closet, a blend of masculine 

and feminine clothes. Drab and en femme. 

While picking up a shirt, my dad began to talk. She said that this is the happiest 

she has felt since the week after Naval boot camp, when he was in shape and strong. 

She hasn’t felt this comfortable in her body, since 1992. That despite how perfect his 

life had been, she couldn’t keep living the way he had. Her traditionalist values held her 

back. There were two things she wanted to celebrate as a man: her marriage to my mom, 
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which would have reached twenty-five years just ten months later, and walking her eldest 

daughter down the aisle at her wedding, as her father. But those desires were not enough. 

My dad started thinking about the song we were going to dance to at my wedding when I 

was only a few months old. While making the decision to come out, she made a playlist 

of father-daughter dance songs. She choked up as she said this, and I did too. Not because 

of the playlist, but because our shared vision of a day that was so far in the future, 

because of me—my dad waited so long to embrace who she was.
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Finally
by Joanna McClurg

“This soft sculpture was made 
from felt and merino wool 
through the process of needle 
felting. Itis concerned with 
human anatomy and body 
language. The felted piece is 
balanced on the metal skeleton 
of a chair. Using the felting 

process to create a floppy artwork 
and focusing on the distribution 
of weight across the chair, I have 
attempted convey something 
of the feeling of fatigue or 
the notion of being ‘worn 
out.’” Joanna is a sophomore 
at the university of Oxford.
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Beenish Kahn 
Beenish is a senior at St. Edwards University. 
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Based on the eponymous non-fiction book 

by Margot Lee Shetterly, Hidden Figures is a semi-

biographical drama film that boasts Theodore 

Melfi (of “St. Vincent” fame) at its helm. A modest 

127 minutes in length, the film functions in equal 

parts as a chronicle and a social commentary of 

the struggles endured by female mathematicians 

at NASA during the 1960s, when both the Civil 

Rights movement and the Space Race were at 

their zenith. At its most basic, Hidden Figures 

is a counter-narrative that offers illuminating 

insights into the lives of these pivotal African-

American women, whose efforts undergirded one 

of America’s crowning achievements—but who 

were swept into obscurity by the tide of mainstream 

history, the flow of which is arguably dictated by 

white androcentrism, i.e. the practice of giving 

precedence to the masculine point-of-view. At 

the same time, the film masterfully interweaves 

the parallel trajectories of the aerospace industry 

and the Civil Rights era in such a way that they 

complement, rather than negate, one another in 

order to catalyze some of the most conspicuous 

manifestations of globalization. Their scope 

includes the launching of satellites for both global 

surveillance and rapid channels of communication, 

to the birth of information technologies that 

sparked trends in global networking and 

organizations built on international cooperation, to 

new platforms for social movements championing 

equality, which re-scaled the contentions 

around racial justice to worldwide dimensions. 

These advancements are significant not 

only for their historical clout, but because the 

undercurrents continue to carry through in social 

dynamics and technological achievements today, 

offering potent clues about human societies and 

their continued survival. Indeed, Hidden Figures, 

at its crux, is about survival—whether through 

individual ingenuity in the face of blatant prejudice 

and subtle microaggressions, or through the slow 

but deliberate erosion of hierarchical structures 

entrenched in racism, sexism, and tribalism. 

Tackling any one of these issues on its 

own would prove an enormously tall order. 

Exploring all of them, concurrently, runs every 

risk of dissolving the plot into a chaotic tangle of 

hopelessly overambitious themes and saccharine, 

oversimplified messages à la Hollywood. Yet, 

for the most part, the film avoids them with 

both cleverness and panache—largely by never 

losing sight of its premise, as both a foundation 

and a fulcrum. More than an amusing pun on the 

infallible logic of numbers when used and applied 

correctly, or the deliberate erasure of those who 

made those same complicated calculations 

possible, Hidden Figures explicates, via its three 

main characters, the nuances of power, tension and 
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belonging in segregation-era America, while each 

woman moves through varying social structures. 

They are hidden figures not merely in the context 

of their underappreciated work, but because they 

are invisible, yet immensely influential widgets 

cultivating broader social change—even if said 

change may not be fully visible until years, 

or even decades, afterward. We meet Taraji P. 

Henson’s indomitable Katherine Goble, who first 

steps with trepidation into the cluttered, all-white, 

nearly all-male whirl of the Space Task Group 

Office, and is alternately ignored or demeaned 

by her colleagues. Yet Goble ends the film in the 

tracking control-room, shoulder-to-shoulder with 

the rest of NASA’s most brilliant minds, as John 

Glenn is launched into space. Moving forward, 

we are introduced to Janelle Monáe’s zesty and 

plainspoken Mary Jackson, who successfully 

petitions the Hampton County Courthouse to 

attend an all-white school, despite her husband’s 

well-meaning skepticism, then goes on to become 

NASA’s first black female engineer. Finally, 

we get to know Octavia Spencer’s salt-of-the-

earth Dorothy Vaughan, who gathers the mettle 

to demand a promotion after being perpetually 

taken for granted, and ultimately triumphs as the 

first black woman to supervise a staff at NASA’s 

center. The film makes it clear that these women 

are pioneers not simply owing to their individual 

merits, but because they represent the larger 

group of black female mathematicians who 

toiled tirelessly in their offices, unrecognized, 

yet integral, to winning the Space Race. 

Detailing the struggles each woman 

endures is daunting enough, yet there are far 

more subjects successfully interwoven through 

the fabric of the film. There is U.S history, 

global politics, social disorder, gender dynamics, 

professional uncertainties, and mutually 

encouraging friendships, in a kaleidoscopic 

mélange. These are tackled through the film’s 

exploration of the awkward position Katherine 

occupies as the only African-American woman 

in her workplace, and simultaneously, as a single 

mother of three daughters at home. They are further 

highlighted in the myriad of obstacles women 

of color, and in this particular context, African-

American women, had and continue to struggle 

against, owing to both gender-and-racial-biases. 

Finally, they are present in the film’s palpably 

tense portrayal of life in Cold War America, and 

in the violent social disruptions that characterized 

an era of rising Pan-Africanism, giving voice to 

bitter complexities of black social and political 

identity, but also to the technological leaps 

that were seminal to the globalization process. 

Many might argue that Melfi has bitten 

off more than he can chew. The film is brimming 
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with clips and offhand references to historical 

events—from Russia’s successful launch of 

Sputnik, to snippets from Kennedy’s iconic 

speech, (“We choose to go to the moon in this 

decade and do the other things, not because they 

are easy, but because they are hard,”(Kennedy).) 

to references to the landmark case of Brown v. 

Board of Education in the context of Virginia’s 

dogged adherence to segregation, to footage of 

the KKK firebombing of the Freedom Riders’ bus 

in ‘61—yet the outcome is atmospheric rather 

than forced. The characters portrayed by Henson, 

Spencer, and Monáe are not bland placeholders 

within a didactic history lesson, but dynamic 

players in a social drama that they also have the 

power to shape. Their victory is not exclusively in 

the swiftness of the short-term outcome, but in the 

new avenues it forges, allowing these women, and 

others like them, to march forward and push for 

greater change in the future. In his work, Freedom 

Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination, Robin 

D. G. Kelley remarks that when examining 

groups that advocate for social progress, there is a 

tendency to view them through the lens of whether 

or not they “succeeded in realizing their visions 

rather than on the merits or power of the visions 

themselves (9).” Not only does this encourage 

audiences not to succumb to the “horse-race” 

fallacy of prior historians, but also to remember that 

change is not always apparent and instantaneous. 

With that in mind, another commendable 

aspect of the film, despite its inherently busy 

narrative, is that the individual and social changes 

rarely feel forced and come across as natural to 

real life. For instance, Katherine does not receive 

respect and recognition for her efforts overnight 

(indeed, the fact that the original Katherine Goble 

did not receive an Astronomical Society Walker 

II Award until 2016, is meta-level irony at its 

finest—or cruelest). Instead, the film makes it 

clear that it is the pivotal launch of Sputnik, and 

America’s frantic efforts to play catch-up, that lead 

to the Space Task Group, under pressure from the 

top, to recruit an Analytic Geometry specialist: 

“You know what’s dangerous? Inaction. Inaction 

and indecision. The Russians have a spy satellite 

lapping the planet… No more delays… just get us 

up there” (00:09:16). In his work, The Unraveling 

of America: A History of Liberalism in the 1960s, 

historian Allen Matusow remarks that Sputnik “...

struck a devastating blow at America’s self-regard 

and sense of security. If the Russians had Sputnik, 

a host of commentators concluded, they probably 

had intercontinental ballistic missiles. If they 

beat us into space they must be forging ahead in 

science, technology, education.” In the wake of this 

unsettling new reality, Americans were forced to 

confront real or perceived failings in their systems. 
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Social criticism “…became fashionable again” 

(9). Small wonder, then, that there was a dramatic 

shift in the nation’s educational policies, and that 

African-American groups were vociferous in their 

demand that black students receive both academic 

resources and recognition, as ignoring such an 

“untapped resource of intellectual and scientific 

brainpower would be a foreign policy disaster for 

the U.S during the Cold War” (Thompson 20). 

Within this volatile social climate, the 

demand for math wizards like Katherine arises 

out of brute expedience rather than genuine 

meritocracy—a fact that is further testified by 

the prejudicial and obstructionist treatment she 

receives from her colleagues. NASA’s milieu of 

cutting-edge technology, blackboards covered in 

complicated equations, suited men in sleek office 

spaces and gravely-dignified meetings filled with 

an implicit drive to achieve the unachievable, 

juxtaposed with the disrespect Katherine is 

subject to, all highlight the gulf that exists 

between America’s technological advancements 

and its social equalities. More to the point, they 

are reminders that NASA cannot justifiably break 

barriers in space without addressing the insidious, 

but no less damaging ones that exist within and 

among its own people. In his book Apollo in 

the Age of Aquarius, Neil Maher discusses the 

tendentious relationship between the Civil Rights 

movement and the Space Race during the 1960s, 

intimating that the failings of one could not be 

corrected without addressing the needs of the other: 

“In an attempt to appease criticism … 

NASA engineers and scientists reoriented 

some of their space technology toward more 

pressing urban problems, especially those 

affecting African-Americans, including 

air and water pollution for sewage and 

garbage disposal and unhealthy living 

conditions. The Civil Rights movement, in 

other words, was bringing the Space Race 

back down to earth. ... [Ultimately, NASA] 

transformed Civil Rights, by shining an 

extremely bright public relations spotlight 

on the movement. In the Kennedy Space 

Center VIP viewing area, as they waited 

for hours for the Apollo 11 countdown, 

[Ralph] Abernathy and the families joining 

him consciously worked the captive 

audience. ‘This is really Holy Ground,’ 

he stated during an impromptu address to 

the politicians, foreign dignitaries, movie 

stars, and, most important, the dozens of 

reporters who were all waiting for the 

rocket to roar into the air. ‘But it will be 

even more holy once we feed the hungry 

and care for the sick and provide for 

those who do not have homes’” (50-51).
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Yet, for these bleak and lopsided social 

dynamics, the film’s message is tinged with hope. 

Time and time again, the protagonists are told, 

“That’s just the way it is,” yet they respond not 

with passive resignation, but a quiet resolution 

to take matters into their own hands. At each 

turn, Melfi reminds audiences that ironclad 

conceptions of reality within specific societies 

and their surrounding notions of naturalness are 

in fact arbitrary constructs that can be shaped 

and re-shaped according to human efforts. At the 

outset of the film, Katherine’s boss, frustrated 

and stymied by their team’s repeated failures to 

launch ships into orbit, questions whether it is 

even possible to make his dreams of reaching the 

moon a reality. By the climax of the film, although 

NASA has not achieved the desired moon-

landing, they have nonetheless launched John 

Glenn into space—a series of ascending leaps 

that can only guarantee they will soar higher. 

In the process, the organization has also made 

small, but hugely significant steps towards an 

environment of greater equality and acceptance: 

from desegregating the bathrooms, to hiring 

Mary as their first black engineer, to allowing 

Katherine, as the first ever woman, to attend the 

highly-classified NASA briefing. Each time, the 

achievements are quiet, understated, yet carry 

potent resonance: a reminder that human beings 

have the capacity to shape the space around them, 

on both an individual, national and ultimately 

global scale. The film’s ultimate scene—where 

Katherine sits in the near-empty Space Task 

Group Office, typing up a report bearing both 

hers and her initially-hostile colleague Paul 

Stafford’s names in tandem, while Paul himself, 

in a gesture of matter-of-fact camaraderie, 

brings her a cup of coffee—is touching not only 

for its redemptive warmth, but for the lack of 

fanfare that characterizes it (01:58:14-01:58:20).

Similarly, the film does not aggrandize 

NASA’s technological breakthroughs, but calls 

the audience’s attention to the innovators who not 

only made such achievements possible, but who 

are the literal and metaphoric “hearts” that keeps 

it alive. In an earlier scene, Katherine, Mary and 

Dorothy nervously discuss the eventual operation 

of the IBM—the first transistor-based computers, 

meant for the scientific computing that was 

previously done by their department. They are 

prepared to accept the machine’s superiority to 

them in terms of efficiency and speed, but are 

nonetheless determined to understand and master 

its intricacies: “It’ll run eventually. We have to 

know how to program it once it does. Unless 

you’d rather be out of a job?” (00.59:22). The 

IBM computer, and to an even greater extent, the 

satellite, are both NASA-spawned innovations 

that were perfected during the Cold War, yet 

instrumental in ending it as they ushered in what 
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sociologist Robert Roland defines as the 

“fifth phase” of globalization, within which 

the world came to be defined not “in itself” 

but “for itself,” with all the uncertainties and 

possibilities that go hand-in-hand within a 

transnational realm of shrinking boundaries. 

Yet, as the women in the film remind 

us, the march of globalization does not 

necessarily trod humanity underfoot, but 

can be mastered as another extension of our 

dreams, whether individual or collective. 

Similarly, societal haves and have-nots do 

not exist as a disembodied vacuum, but as 

an expression of symbolic, political and 

economic disparities, allowed unchecked 

reign. The women in Hidden Figures are 

presented as under-respected harbingers of 

an era that dissolves these borders, in no 

small part thanks to their own convictions 

that such dreams can become reality. Yet 

Melfi’s message is neither cloying nor 

moralistic; the film is a critical reminder 

that the struggle towards equality and 

unity is far from over. At the same time, 

there is an implicit exhortation to never 

stop fighting for that change. Within an 

increasingly globalized sphere, birthed by 

the innovations—technological, social—of 

NASA, change is the only constant, and the 

transformations sparked by globalization 

are not simply part of the world, but, 

conceptually, an ever-breathing, ever-

expanding imprint of it. It is an imprint that 

we ourselves can shape, through both the 

existing wisdom of those who fought before 

us, and also through the clarity and knowledge 

that any phenomenon that fails to bring 

true equilibrium, inward and outward, will 

ultimately collapse beneath its own weight. 

For Hidden Figures, it is not enough 

to interweave the parallel trajectories of 

the aerospace industry and the civil rights 

era to highlight globalization in its most 

pivotal manifestations. Rather, it is to 

ensure that we, as the audience, understand 

that those manifestations are thanks to 

individuals too-easily forgotten within a 

fast-paced and self-serving world—but 

who must be remembered, lest we forget 

the very lessons our future is built upon, 

and our capacity to see the world as one.
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